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1. Introduction 
 
One of the main aims of STELLAR is to overcome the existing fragmentation in the TEL research 
field, by trying to integrate the “disjoint scientific communities” and the “fragmentation of 
disciplines” mentioned in the  STELLAR DOW.  
To this specific aim, in the STELLAR proposal a set of instruments have been defined and 
collocated under the umbrella of WP3 - Building Researcher Capacity.  
As one can read in the DOW, “specific objectives of WP3 are: 
• To implement and coordinate mechanisms (Theme Teams, Incubators, Rendez-Vous) for 
supporting the integration of researchers belonging to different research units and 
fostering the sharing and integration of competences, methodologies and ideas. 
• To foster the dialogue and collaboration between researchers of different levels of 
expertise (early-stage, mid-career and senior researchers). 
• To stimulate the participation of those researchers in European laboratories and research 
units (those in industry included) that are not part of the initial network (i.e., are not 
directly signing the STELLAR contract) but have specific experience and can help filling gaps 
within the network that emerge with newly emerging themes”. 
In particular the Theme Teams and Incubators are seen in STELLAR as instruments which can 
foster integration of researchers belonging to different institutions, with different backgrounds 
and research approaches. The general idea behind these instruments is that STELLAR assigns funds 
to help groups of promising researchers to build up Theme Teams and Incubators, so that they can 
collaboratively explore and analyze emerging research topics.  
This Deliverable is specifically devoted to the Theme Team and Incubator Integration Instruments, 
and particularly to their definition, set up, and implementation in the first 2 years of STELLAR.  
Another Deliverable (Del.  3.4 – due at month 40) will describe how these instruments have 
evolved in time and how they will be implemented in the latter 2 years of the project.  
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2. Implementing Theme Team & Incubator concepts 
 
ITD-CNR is the partner institution in charge of the Theme Team and Incubator Programmes, which 
are, in turn, part of the STELLAR WP3 activities.  
During the first year of STELLAR a discussion has been held within WP3 and the Scientific Capacity 
Committee under the coordination of ITD-CNR, aiming to better define the two concepts and 
negotiate rules, procedures and financial aspects related to these Instruments.  
In particular, as described in detail in the following sections of this Deliverable, Theme Teams and 
Incubators have been implemented by: 
• Defining the two concepts and the requirements for application   
• Defining the Call mechanisms and timeline 
• Launching the First Call 
• Defining and implementing the evaluation and selection procedures 
• Clarifying the overall management and financial issues 
• Supporting and monitoring the ongoing Theme Teams and Incubators.    
 
3. What is a Theme Team? What is an Incubator?  
 
Starting from the draft definition reported in the STELLAR DOW and on the basis of the discussion 
held within WP3 and the Scientific Capacity Committee, a Theme Team was defined as follows:  
• A group of mid-career researchers from different institutions who share a common 
interest in a specific TEL topic within the Grand Challenge main themes. 
Thus the main goals of a Theme Team are:  
• to collaboratively explore and analyze the specific research topic; 
• to share competences, methodologies and ideas;  
• to integrate the work of laboratories and research units (those in industry included) that 
are not STELLAR partner. 
Besides, specific requirements were identified for a Theme Team. In particular: 
• a Theme Team must be composed of mid-career researchers (after their post doctoral 
studies) coming from 3-5 different institutions; 
• at least one institution involved must come from outside STELLAR (but more external 
institutions are welcome); 
• at least one of the institutions must be a STELLAR partner. 
It was agreed that a Theme Team funded activity/life cycle should last 12 months.  
 
As to the Incubator definition, in this case the negotiation process occurred not only within WP3, 
but also in conjunction with WP4, given the numerous points of contacts of this specific 
instrument with the Mobility Programme.   
In the end, an Incubator was defined as follows:  
• An Incubator is a mobility scholarship for early career researchers. 
Main goal of an Incubator is: 
• to support visits of promising researchers to influential research institutions or research 
groups to foster integration.  
Specific requirements were identified for an Incubator. In particular: 
• the incubator must involve an early career researcher (not in his/her early PhD stages), 
who is interested in a topic/idea/prototype relevant in the field of TEL;  
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• there must be a host institution, preferably located in a different Country than that of the 
researcher, interested in the same topic/idea/prototype 
• the host institution and /or the junior researcher should belong to the STELLAR NoE. 
It was agreed that the length of the visit should be from 3 weeks to 3 months.   
 
4. Calls for proposals   
 
In order to distribute the Integration Funds to Theme Teams and Incubators, the STELLAR DOW 
envisages two open Calls for proposals. Each Call includes a Call for Theme Teams and a Call for 
Incubators.  
In particular: 
• The First Call for Proposals was launched in Autumn 2009 with deadline January, 15
th
 2010 
• The Second Call for Proposals is foreseen in Autumn 2010. 
The First Call for Proposals (integral texts reported in Annex 1) was elaborated by ITD-CNR, 
discussed within WP3 for feedbacks and then approved by the Scientific Capacity Committee.  The 
Call contained the definition of the two STELLAR instruments, specified the participation 
requirements, provided a framework for the topics to be addressed, contained a description of the 
expected results, the envisaged budget and the selection procedures, and explained how to 
submit proposals.  
 
4.1 Dissemination of the First Call for proposals  
 
The dissemination of the Call was done through different channels and above all the idea was to 
exploit other STELLAR events /instruments to advertise the Call, as it happened for example during 
the 2010 STELLAR Alpine Rendezvous, where the Call was advertised with ad hoc face-to-face 
interventions  in all the workshops.   
Besides, the Call was produced in several formats, including .doc, .pdf and .html format, in such a 
way that it could be disseminated through different distribution channels. In particular:  
• The Call was distributed through several mailing lists (STELLAR mailing list, ITD mailing list, 
Kaleidoscope mailing list, CKBG - Collaborative Knowledge Bulging Group
1
 mailing list, etc.) 
• The Call website (in English and Italian) was made public, so that it could be easily be 
pointed by other sites (STELLAR, TELeurope, ITD, etc.). The web pages are still available at 
http://www.itd.cnr.it/page.php?ID=TT_CALL&FlagSelected=en and 
http://www.itd.cnr.it/page.php?ID=I_CALL&FlagSelected=en  
• A leaflet (in English and Italian) was produced (see Annex 2) and distributed at a number of 
national and international events (EC-TEL 2009, ABCD
2
, the STELLAR Alpine Rendezvous, 
Online Educa Berlin, etc.) 
• A poster was produced in English, which was put up at some of the most attended 
conferences and events in the TEL field (EC-TEL 2009, ABCD, Alpine Rendezvous). 
 
 
 
                                                      
1
 This is an Italian Association, aggregating several researchers interested in the field of TEL (http://www.ckbg.org/). 
2
 An Italian exhibition held each year in Genoa, whose focus is on education and training. It attracts several teachers 
and researchers (http://eng.abcd-online.it/). 
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4.2 Applications to the First Call for Proposals 
 
In order to support applicants, two Application Forms (one for Theme Teams and the other for 
Incubators) were elaborated by ITD-CNR, proposed and discussed within WP3 and in collaboration 
with WP4, and finally approved by the Scientific Capacity Committee (for the final Call, see Annex 
3).   
As far as the Theme Teams are concerned, the Application Form was to be filled in by a “Theme 
Team Leader”, who would act as coordinator of the proposal.  
Through the Application Form, the Theme Team Leader had to specify the envisaged Team 
composition and give details about each member. Besides, in order to describe the idea behind 
the Theme Team proposal and give information about the envisaged activities, the following fields 
were to be filled in:  
 
A brief summary [max. 250 words]  
Give the reason for the proposed Theme Team, a concise description of the output/results, the 
innovative character and relevance in the field of TEL. 
A description of the Theme Team [max. 500 words] 
Explain the topic, especially the relation to one or more of the STELLAR Grand Challenges, the 
goals of the Theme Team, as well as the way the Team is expected to contribute to integrate 
different TEL research communities in Europe and beyond. 
A description of the envisaged output [max. 500 words] 
Describe the type of output, the kind of synergies it is expected to create/consolidate, etc. 
Organization of the work towards the output [max. 500 words] 
Give a plan of activities, specifying the time schedule as well.   
Dissemination/Transfer plan  [max. 250 words] 
Describe the plan for disseminating/transferring the output/results. 
Management and Monitoring [max. 250 words] 
Describe how the Theme Team Leader will manage the Team (website, etc.) and the concrete 
instruments used for monitoring the work.  
Budget  
Provide a tentative budget, by specifying the costs you envisage in relation to travel and 
subsistence of the events you are planning, as well as other costs (if any) related to the 
production of the output.  
 
Applications for Incubators, instead, were to be filled in by the early career researcher.  
Through the Incubator Application Form, applicants had to specify their personal particulars and 
those of the hosting researchers. Besides, they had to describe their proposal in terms of: 
 
A brief summary [max. 250 words]  
Give the reason for the proposed Incubator, a concise description of the output/results, the 
innovative character and relevance in the field of TEL. 
A description of the Incubator [max. 500 words] 
Explain the topic/idea/prototypes to be incubated/generated/exploited, especially in relation to 
one or more of the STELLAR Grand Challenges, as well as the goals of the Incubator. 
Organization of the work towards the output [max. 500 words] 
Give a plan of activities agreed with the host institution, specifying the time schedule as well.  
Monitoring [max. 250 words] 
Describe the concrete instruments used for monitoring the work.  
Budget  
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Provide a tentative budget, by specifying the costs you envisage in relation to travel and 
subsistence, as well as other costs (if any) (for example related to the registration at 
conferences or events). 
 
During the period of proposals preparation, ITD-CNR set up and managed a help desk service (via 
email and telephone) and developed and kept updated a FAQ section on the website 
(http://www.itd.cnr.it/page.php?ID=TT_I_FAQ&FlagSelected=en), where applicants could find 
answers to their most common questions.  
Besides, ITD-CNR launched a TELEurope Group, devoted to researchers who needed to find 
partners to set up their Theme Teams and /or Incubators. At that time the platform  was rather 
new, so the service has not been used so much. For the next Call it will be necessary to improve 
and launch again such a service.  
 
5. First Call for Theme Teams and Incubators – 
Quantitative analysis of applications   
 
In this section we report the main figures concerning the proposals received during the First 
Round of the Theme Team and Incubator Call. 
The total number of proposals received was 25 (21 proposals for Theme Teams and 4 for 
Incubators).  
The following table contains titles and leading institutions of each Theme Team proposal.  
 
 THEME TEAM TITLE THEME TEAM LEADER INSTIT. 
1 Mobile learning with disadvantaged learners ZSI - Center for social innovation  
2 SRLinTELEs - Self-regulated learning in technology 
enhanced learning environments 
University of Koeln 
3 SCODAC - Synchronous computer-based 
communication tools – advances and challenges 
Knowledge Media Research Center (KMRC) 
4 NTEL - Neuroscience, Technology and the 
Enhancement of Learning 
University of Bristol 
5 DEvELOPmEnT - Picturing a 360o Digital Learning 
Framework centred on e-Competencies to facilitate 
Lifelong Open Education 
University of Florence 
6 WIDER-Cool Data - Widening visibility and Re-use of 
Collaboration analysis Tools and sharable Datasets for 
researchers and teacher trainers 
National Institute for Educational Research 
7 Orchestrating Technology-Enhanced Learning in 
Future Learning Spaces 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University 
8 DILEAS - Digital Learning in Analogical Schools. 
Pedagogical and Organizational 
Dimensions of Technology Enhanced Learning 
Universitat de Barcelona 
9 OMUL - Orchestrating Mobile and Ubiquitous Learning University of Bristol 
10 MUPPLE - Mashup Personal Learning Environments Open University The Netherlands 
11 TEFAL4Learning - Technology-enhanced formative 
assessment and evaluation for lifewide learning 
Centre de Recherche Public Henri Tudor 
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12 MUPEMURE - Multiple Perspectives on Multiple 
Representations 
Universiteit Twente 
13 SCALAR - Supporting Collaborative and Agile Learning 
Activity acRoss contexts 
University of Oslo 
14 DUET  - Dual Eye-Tracking Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne 
(EPFL) 
15 COMON - Contextualised and Mobile Learning Theme 
Team 
Open University The Netherlands 
16 EyeTrackUsability - Improving the Usability of 
Technology Enhanced Learning Tools Based on Eye 
Tracking 
FFHS 
17 EXPLODE - Exploiting Patterns for Learning 
Orchestration and Design 
Université Joseph Fourier Grenoble I 
18 Adaptive and Dynamic Support in Technology-
enhanced Exploratory and Inquiry Learning 
Environments 
University of Twente 
19 Temporal analyses of multiple data streams: 
Challenges and methods 
SRI International 
20 DATATEL - A Data Set Framework for Recommender 
Systems in Technology Enhanced Learning 
Open University of the Netherlands 
21 Social Media Design Network King’s College London 
Table 1 
 
The following table contains titles, applicants‘ institutions and hosting institutions of each 
Incubator proposal.  
 
 INCUBATOR TITLE APPLICANT’S 
INSTITUTION 
HOSTING 
INSTITUTION  
1 no name University of Genoa + ITD-CNR University of Barcelona  
2 OLA - Orchestrating Learning: Assessment 
through electronic textbooks for developing 
self –regulated learning competence 
CTICE  CNR-ITD 
3 CoMoCo - Combining gaze data with audio and 
action logs to build a computational model of 
collaboration quality 
University of Freiburg EPFL 
4 Temporal analyses of multiple data streams: 
Course materials and data set 
preparation/analysis 
University of California KMRC 
Table 2 
 
 5.1 Theme Team figures  
 
- Total number of applications received: 21 
- Total number of persons involved: 117 (71 males + 46 females) 
- Total number of countries involved: 24  
-> 6 of which non European: USA, Mexico, Singapore, Canada, South Africa, Israel (see 
Table 3) 
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- Distribution of participation across countries
3
:  
 
COUNTRY NUMBER OF 
PARTICIPANTS  
United Kingdom 25 
Germany 13 
The Nederlands 11 
Austria 7 
Italy 7 
Spain 7 
Switzerland 6 
Belgium 6 
France 6 
Canada 4 
Sweden 4 
USA 4 
Luxembourg 2 
Portugal 2 
Finland 2 
Norway 2 
Greece 2 
South Africa 1 
Ireland 1 
Mexico 1 
Israel 1 
Singapore 1 
Cyprus 1 
Estonia 1 
Total numer of participants 117 
 Table 3 
 
As one may see from the table, UK is the country with the highest number of participants, 
followed by Germany and the Netherlands. Austria, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, Belgium, 
France, Canada, Sweden and USA show medium levels of participation, while the other 
countries have only 1 or 2 participants. Missing countries among the EU members are: 
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Romania, 
Slovakia, Slovenia. 
- STELLAR and non-STELLAR institutions
4
 
86 institutions (out of 117) were from outside STELLAR (which is 73,5%) 
31 institutions were from STELLAR (which is  26,5%)  
76 institutions (65%) are Universities. The other institutions are public research bodies, 
non-profit organizations, SMEs, etc. 
- Leadership of proposals 
                                                      
3
 Note that 117 is the number of Theme Team members, but some institutions participated to more than one Theme 
Team, so the number of institutions involved is lower. 
4
 The Theme Team Call required at least one STELLAR member and at least one non STELLAR member per application. 
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13 proposals (out of the 21) were lead by a non-STELLAR partner (62%). 
8 proposals were lead by a STELLAR partner (38%). 
- Distribution of proposal leadership: 
 
COUNTRY NUMBER OF 
PROPOSALS LEAD 
The Nederlands 5 
United Kingdom 3 
Germany 2 
France 2 
Switzerland 2 
USA 2 
Spain 1 
Italy 1 
Austria 1 
Luxembourg 1 
Norway  1 
Total of participation 21 
Table 4 
 
5.2 Incubator figures  
 
The total number of proposals received for the Incubator Programme was 4.  
The Call required that either the candidate institution or the host institution should be a STELLAR 
partner. As a result of this, half of the institutions involved are from STELLAR
5
.  
3 of the proposals are from non-STELLAR partners to visit a STELLAR institution, the fourth the 
other way round.   
Two are related to a Theme Team proposal, two are independent from any Theme Team proposal. 
Countries involved are: Italy (2), Germany (2), Spain, Moldova, Switzerland, USA.  
Only one proposal involves a non European Institution as institution of the candidate.  
All the institutions involved are academic or research institutions. 
 
6. First Call for Theme Teams and Incubators – 
Qualitative analysis of applications   
 
The content of the proposals was analyzed, with the aim of investigating the nature of the 
proposed topics.  
In particular, starting from the Application Forms filled in by applicants (see Annex 3), and by 
analyzing the content of the fields “A brief summary” (in Annex 4) and “A description of the Theme 
Team”, it is possible to get a more qualitative idea of the considered topics.  
In this section we report on the results of such analysis, by giving a map of the emerging topics; 
after that, we will look at the emerging topics in the light of: 
• The STELLAR tensions, as these have emerged from the Delphi Study (WP1) 
                                                      
5
 Due to the above rule, it could have been more, but it couldn’t have been less. 
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• The STELLAR Grand Challenges (WP1) 
• The STELLAR “perspectives” on TEL (DOW).  
 
6.1 Map of topics  
 
In the following a map of the topics is proposed, on the basis of the recurrent keywords used by 
applicants in their proposals.  
First of all, the topic of mobile learning is common to: 
• Theme Team 1 – “Mobile learning with disadvantaged learners” which intends to explore 
innovative applications of mobile learning and associated pedagogical approaches to help 
disadvantaged and at-risk learners;  
• Theme Team 9 - “OMUL - Orchestrating Mobile and Ubiquitous Learning” where the focus 
is on how to orchestrate learning when there are different devices, different agents, 
different resources and contexts at play;  
• Theme Team 13 – “SCALAR - Supporting Collaborative and Agile Learning Activity acRoss 
contexts” which intends to investigate the issue of how to represent knowledge in different 
media, in different contexts and with different levels of interactions, for interfaces  and 
systems that are ubiquitous and mobile, and  
• Theme Team 15 – “COMON – Contextualized and Mobile Learning”, whose topic is 
generically mobile and contextualized learning in formal, non-formal and informal settings. 
Another important issue emerging from the set of Theme Team proposals, is related to 
orchestrating learning, which is one of the STELLAR Grand Challenges. Beside Theme Team 9 (see 
above), which focuses on how to orchestrate mobile and ubiquitous learning , other 2 proposals 
address the same topic:  
• Theme Team 7 - “Orchestrating Technology-Enhanced Leaning in Future Learning Spaces” 
aims to identify roles and relationships of participants and tools involved in different 
learning contexts: physical, distributed, formal and informal, to define a theoretical 
framework to orchestrate learning in different settings, and to analyze how existing 
technologies could support learning orchestration;  
• Theme Team 17 – “EXPLODE – Exploiting Patterns for Learning Orchestration and Design – 
Patterns, templates and scripts for learning scenarios design and orchestration” is oriented 
to create patterns for learning orchestration and technology design.    
Also the term collaboration is a keyword for a number of proposals, even if the focus in these 
proposals is a specific topic (e.g. knowledge representations, eye-tracking) which is studied in the 
context of CSCL; in particular: 
• Theme Team 3 is focused on synchronous mediated communication tools for collaboration, 
knowledge sharing and exchange in TEL;  
• In Theme Team 6 a review of the existing collaboration analysis tools and datasets is 
proposed;  
• In Theme Team 12 the focus of investigation is technology for creating, modifying and 
sharing representations in sciences within CSCL settings, through group awareness and 
scripting approaches; 
• Theme Team 14 and Incubator 3 are both rooted in the dual eye – tracking research field 
for adaptive collaboration support. 
Besides, the issue of knowledge representation (just mentioned for Theme Team 12) is also a 
keyword in Theme Team 13 (see above). 
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Similarly, system adaptation which – as mentioned above - is crucial in Theme Team 14 as well as 
in Incubator 3, is also addressed in Theme Team 11, where the focus is on formative assessment 
and adaptation of personal learning environments. 
Adaptation is a keyword also in Theme Team 18, whose focus is real time analysis for adaptive 
support  in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) classroom activities.  
Theme Team 19 and Incubator 4, in analogy with the above mentioned Theme Team 18,  share the 
interest towards the analysis of multiple data streams (logs, utterances, gestures, gazes) to see 
how these occur, interact, facilitate and reflect learning. 
Eye – tracking, already mentioned in Theme Team 14 and Incubator 3, is also the core of 
investigation within Theme Team 16, whose aim is to use it as a means to verify the usability of ICT 
tools.    
Another recurrent term in at least three proposals is personalized learning, as this is mentioned in 
Theme Team 11 (see above), and is a fundamental aspect of both Theme Team 10 (where the 
focus is on Mush up for personalized learning environments), and Theme Team 20 (which intends 
to study Recommender systems in TEL for personalized learning). 
Finally, Theme Team 10, Theme Team 2 and Incubator 2 address the issue of self-regulated 
learning (SRL) in TEL environments.  
The other proposals of Theme Teams and Incubators address different topics; in particular:   
• Theme Team 4 is intended to study the relationship between Neuro-sciences and TEL;  
• Theme Team 5 is aimed to define a framework of e-competencies for TEL; 
• Theme Team 8 addresses the issues related to the analogical school and the pedagogical 
and organizational aspects related to the introduction of ICT in classrooms; 
• Theme Team 21 is focused on the relationship between formal and informal learning and 
the web 2.0, which is seen as a bridge between the two; 
• Incubator 1 is aimed at testing an ICT-based prototype language course. 
The following Figure gives a map of the 25 proposals, on the basis of the main topics addressed. 
Blue circles are disposed  on the basis of their nearness as this emerged from the applications.  
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Figure 1 
 
6.2 Topics and areas of tensions 
 
Looking at these topics, one may detect points of contacts with the areas of tensions highlighted 
by WP1 within the Delphi Study, even if those have not been explicitly mentioned by the 
applicants in their proposals, if anything, because they were not aware of this strand of work. 
For example, the Theme Teams concerning mobile learning may be seen to address the first area 
of tension, which is entitled “Ubiquitous learning opportunities versus focused and critical 
processing of information”.  
Besides, the Theme Team focusing on disadvantaged learners (Theme Team 1) touches issues 
related to the tension “Digital divide despite technology spread” and all the Theme Teams 
tackling the issue of personalized learning, as well as those oriented to tracking and analysis of 
multiple data could address the tension “Data tracking for personalized learning versus Data 
privacy”.  
Lastly, the tension  “Approved practices versus continuous innovation in the classroom” could be 
addressed by Theme Team 8 on digital learning in analogical schools.  
 
6.3 Topics and Grand Challenges  
 
As already mentioned, it is possible to analyze the applications and the proposed topics, to see to 
what extent and how they address and cover the STELLAR Grand Challenges.    
The following table represents the Grand Challenges’ coverage according to applicants’ 
declarations:  
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PROPOSAL ID GC 1 
Connecting 
GC2 
Orchestrating 
GC3 
Contextualizing  
TT 1 X X X 
TT 2 X X X 
TT 3  X X  
TT 4  X X 
TT 5 X X X 
TT 6 X  X 
TT 7  X  
TT 8   X 
TT 9  X  
TT 10 X X X 
TT 11  X X 
TT 12 X X  
TT 13   X 
TT 14  X  
TT 15   X 
TT 16 X X X 
TT 17    
TT 18  X X 
TT 19  X  
TT 20 X  X 
TT 21 X X X 
Inc 1    
Inc 2    
Inc 3  X  
Inc 4   X  
Table 5 
 
As one may see, the Challenge “Orchestrating learning” is the most addressed (17 proposals), 
followed by “Contextualizing virtual learning environments and instrumentalizing learning 
contexts” (14 proposals) and by “Connecting learners” (10 proposals). One should also note that 6 
applicants declared their proposal to be transversal to all the 3 Challenges, while 3 applicants do 
not refer strictly their topic to any of the Challenges.    
 
6.4 Topics and perspectives on TEL 
 
According to the STELLAR DOW, learning research may also be categorized into “perspectives”, 
namely:  
• “The design perspective — a focus on the design and co-evolution of new technologies and 
new learning activities. 
• The cognitive perspective — a focus on what the individual can learn under certain 
conditions in different types of contexts. 
• The social and cultural perspective — a focus on the social and cultural factors that 
influence learning. 
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• The sociological perspective — a focus on changes brought about by digital technologies in 
activities in schools, universities, workplaces, and informal settings. 
• The epistemological perspective — how the specificities of the domain impact on the 
technology enhanced learning. 
• The pedagogical perspective — a focus on concrete problems and possible solutions 
offered by teaching/learning situations mediated by the use of technology” (excerpt from 
the DOW). 
Thus, in the following table the topics of the proposals have been also tentatively categorized 
according to these perspectives. 
 
PROPOSA
L ID 
DESIGN  COGNITIVE  SOCIAL AND 
CULTURAL 
SOCIOLOGI 
CAL  
EPISTEMO 
LOGICAL  
PEDAGOGI
CAL  
TT 1   X   X 
TT 2      X 
TT 3  X     X 
TT 4  X    X 
TT 5  X  X   
TT 6 X     X 
TT 7    X  X 
TT 8    X  X 
TT 9 X   X   
TT 10    X   
TT 11      X 
TT 12  X    X 
TT 13 X   X   
TT 14  X    X 
TT 15    X   
TT 16 X X     
TT 17 X     X 
TT 18      X 
TT 19  X     
TT 20      X 
TT 21 X   X   
Inc 1      X 
Inc 2      X 
Inc 3  X    X 
Inc 4   X     
Table 6 
 
As one may observe from the table, while the design, the cognitive and the sociological 
perspectives are almost equally present in the proposals, the socio- and cultural perspective is 
present in one proposal only (but this may be due to the categorization itself and to the nearness 
of this category to the sociological one), while the epistemological perspective, which should look 
at the various disciplines, is not addressed in any of the received proposals. Finally, the 
pedagogical perspective is addressed by the great majority of the proposals (16/25).  
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7. Evaluating Theme Team and Incubator 
applications   
 
In order to evaluate the received proposals and select the most promising ones, a set of criteria 
has been proposed by ITD-CNR and then approved by the Scientific Capacity Committee. The 
evaluation criteria for the Theme Team proposals included:  
• overall quality of the proposal  
• innovative and interdisciplinary character and relevance in the field of TEL  
• type of the expected output and kind of synergies it will create/consolidate  
• Team composition (interdisciplinarity, level of expertise on the topic, balance between 
inside and outside STELLAR partners, etc.)   
• appropriateness of the budget applied for  
• feasibility of the plan for the envisioned scientific output and potential impact of the 
output  
• management and monitoring plan.  
Similarly, the evaluation criteria for the Incubator proposals were: 
• overall quality of the proposal  
• innovative character and relevance in the field of TEL  
• appropriateness of budget applied for.  
In addition to the evaluation criteria, it was also necessary for ITD-CNR to define and then 
orchestrate the overall evaluation process, which envisaged several steps, i.e.:  
• The Scientific Capacity Committee was consulted and decided that each Theme Team 
proposal should be evaluated by 3 reviewers (2 reviewers external to STELLAR  + 1 internal 
to STELLAR) and each Incubator proposal should be evaluated by 2 reviewers (1 internal 
and 1 external to STELLAR). 
• A Reviewer Board was built up, composed of 10 Scientific Capacity Committee members + 
14 international experts in the field of TEL. The external reviewers were directly appointed 
by the Scientific Capacity Committee. ITD-CNR prepared an official letter of invitation 
(Annex 5), to be used by the Scientific Capacity Committee members to invite the external 
experts. The composition of the resulting Reviewer Board is reported in Annex 5.  
• Review forms (see Annex 6) were prepared by ITD-CNR, tuned in accordance with WP4 
Mobility Programme Forms, and distributed to reviewers.  
Through the Review Form reviewers were asked to give account of the main characteristics 
of the proposals, to rate their scientific merit (by giving also motivations for the rating), by 
judging the relevance of the proposal to the STELLAR aims, by evaluating the management 
and financial plans and finally by providing an overall, final assessment rate of the 
proposal.  
In particular the following fields were to be filled in: 
 
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROPOSAL  
STELLAR partners involved:  
STELLAR P1 closed field 
STELLAR P2 closed field 
STELLAR P3 closed field  
Non-STELLAR partners involved: open field 
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Countries involved: open field 
Estimated budget: open field 
Type of output envisaged:  
Output 1  open field 
Output 2  open field 
Output 3  open field 
Relevance to the Grand Challenges:  
Challenge 1: Connecting learners  YES-
PARTIALLY-NO 
Challenge 2: Orchestrating learning  YES-
PARTIALLY-NO 
Challenge 3: Contextualizing virtual learning environments  
    and instrumentalising learning contexts  
 YES-
PARTIALLY-NO 
Disciplines involved:  open field 
  
SCIENTIFIC MERIT  
Innovative character and relevance in the field of TEL  range: 1 to 5 
Please justify your rating  open field 
Interdisciplinary character of the proposal   range: 1 to 5 
Please justify your rating  open field 
Appropriateness of the expected output   range: 1 to 5 
Please justify your rating  open field 
Feasibility of the plan for the envisioned scientific work   range: 1 to 5 
Please justify your rating  open field 
Potential impact of the output on the TEL field   range: 1 to 5 
Please justify your rating  open field 
Overall quality of the proposal range: 1 to 5 
Please justify your rating  open field 
  
RELEVANCE TO THE STELLAR AIMS  
Team composition  
interdisciplinarity of the team composition  range: 1 to 5 
level of expertise on the topic (on the basis of the          
        information provided by the applicants in the form) 
 range: 1 to 5 
balance between inside and outside STELLAR partners  range: 1 to 5 
countries coverage   range: 1 to 5 
Please justify your ratings  open field 
Kind of synergies the Theme Team aims to create/consolidate 
between partners 
 range: 1 to 5 
Please justify your rating  open field 
Potential impact of the output on STELLAR work & the Grand 
Challenges in particular 
 range: 1 to 5 
Please justify your rating  open field 
  
MANAGEMENT  
Appropriateness of the budget applied for  range: 1 to 5 
Please justify your rating  open field 
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Monitoring plan  range: 1 to 5 
Please justify your rating  open field 
Management plan  range: 1 to 5 
Please justify your rating  open field 
  
OVERALL EVALUATION  
Please express your overall evaluation  range: A to D 
  
ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS  open field 
Table 7 
 
• Proposals were assigned to reviewers by ITD-CNR in such a way to avoid conflict of 
interests. 
• ITD-CNR supported the reviewers during the review process, solicited those who were late 
and finally collected the filled in Review Forms.  
 
After having carefully examined the evaluations provided by the reviewers, the Scientific Capacity 
Committee was called to carry out the final selection. To do it, the reviewers’ evaluations were 
operazionalized and then transformed in scores from 4 (high) to 1 (low), in such a way that each 
proposal had three scores (one for each reviewer), which were summed together. 
On the basis of these scores, the Scientific Capacity Committee decided to approve those 
proposals which obtained a total score higher than 9. 
As to the Incubators, the Scientific Capacity Committee decided to approve the only proposal 
which had obtained an overall score higher than 5. 
Thus, the results of such selection are: 
• 5 Theme Teams were selected  
• 1 Incubator was selected. 
To be noted that, in order to fund all the 5 Theme Teams, the Scientific Capacity Committee 
agreed to cut their budget to 16.000 € each, instead of around 20.000 €, as it was stated in the 
Call. The Incubator, instead, was funded with 4.000 € (and not 5.000 as stated in the Call) as this 
was the budget claimed by the applicant.  
All the applicants received an official letter by ITD-CNR, communicating the results of the selection 
process (see Annex 7 for letters of acceptance and rejection addressed to Theme Team Leaders 
and Incubator applicants).  
Besides, each Leader of non-selected Teams was sent an individual, detailed account of the 
feedback and comments provided by the 3 reviewers to the rejected proposal. 
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8. Selected Theme Teams and Incubator  
 
The following tables list the selected Theme Teams and Incubator and give details concerning the 
title of Teams and Incubator, the Team Leaders’ institutions, the countries involved in the 
proposals, as well as the STELLAR partners involved.  
 
THEME TEAM TITLE  THEME 
TEAM 
LEADER  
STELLAR 
PARTNER 
INVOLVED  
OTHER PARTNERS  
INVOLVED  
SRLinTELEs - Self-regulated 
learning in technology 
enhanced learning 
environments  
(Theme Team 2) 
University of 
Koeln  
 
DE 
CNR-ITD  Fernfachhochschule Schweiz;  
Nottingham Trent University;  
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam;  
Universidade Católica Portuguesa;  
Universitat de Barcelona  
NTEL - Neuroscience, 
Technology and the 
Enhancement of Learning  
(Theme Team 4) 
University of 
Bristol  
 
UK 
University of Bristol;  
CNR-ITD;  
Katholieke 
Universiteit Leuven  
Universiteit Twente  
Orchestrating Technology-
Enhanced Learning in 
Future Learning Spaces  
(Theme Team 7) 
Virginia 
Polytechnic 
Institute and 
State University  
 
USA 
LMU  Finnish Institute for Educational 
Research;  
Ghent University;  
Futurelab  
MUPEMURE - Multiple 
Perspectives on Multiple 
Representations  
(Theme Team 12) 
Universiteit 
Twente  
 
NL 
Albert-Ludwigs-
Universität Freiburg  
Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen;  
Nanyang Technological University;  
Fondation Formation Universitaire à 
Distance, Suisse  
DATATEL - A Data Set 
Framework for 
Recommender Systems in 
Technology Enhanced 
Learning  
(Theme Team 20) 
Open University 
of the 
Netherlands  
 
NL 
Open University The 
Netherlands; 
Katholieke 
Universiteit Leuven; 
Know Center.  
European Schoolnet;  
Greek Research and Technology 
Network;  
FIT Fraunhofer  
Table 8 
 
Overall 27 persons are involved in the selected Theme Teams, belonging to 27 institutions.  
The distribution of Theme Team members across countries is as follows:   
 
COUNTRY
6
 TT 2 TT 4 TT 7 TT 12 TT 20 Tot. 
United Kingdom 1 1 1   3 
Germany 1  1 2 1 5 
The Nederlands 1 1  1 1 4 
Austria     1 1 
Italy 1 1    2 
Spain 1     1 
Switzerland 1   1  2 
                                                      
6
 The countries listed in this table are those of Table 3, i.e. all the countries represented in the received applications.   
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Belgium  1 1  2 4 
France      0 
Canada      0 
Sweden      0 
USA   1   1 
Luxembourg      0 
Portugal 1     1 
Finland   1   1 
Norway      0 
Greece     1 1 
South Africa      0 
Ireland      0 
Mexico      0 
Israel      0 
Singapore    1  1 
Cyprus      0 
Estonia      0 
Total numer of TT 
members 
7 4 5 5 6 27 
Table 9 
 
The above table shows that in the running Theme Teams Germany, The Netherlands and Belgium 
are the most represented countries (with respectively 5, 4 and again 4 members), followed by 
United Kingdom (3 people). Overall 13 countries out of the 24 of the applications (which is the 
54%) are represented in the selected Theme Teams.  
 
The following table gives analogous information concerning the selected Incubator.   
 
INCUBATOR TITLE  APPLICANT & 
INSTITUTION  
HOST 
INSTITUTION  
STELLAR PARTNER 
INVOLVED  
CoMoCo - Combining gaze data 
with audio and action logs to 
build a computational model 
of collaboration quality  
D. Diziol  
(University of 
Freiburg)  
 
DE 
EPFL (c/o Prof. P. 
Jermann)  
 
 
CH 
University of Freiburg;  
EPFL  
Table 10 
 
Besides, in the following, we report the abstracts of the approved applications:  
 
 
Theme Team 2 - SRLinTELEs - Self-regulated learning in technology enhanced learning environments 
Political and economic pressures have created a strong motive for transforming the experience of 
teaching and learning. New technologies offer an infrastructure within which this can be made to 
happen. Using these new technologies effectively requires self-regulated learning (SRL); on the other 
hand, technology enhanced learning environments (TELEs) have also shown the potential to foster the 
development of SRL. It is therefore highly desirable to study SRL in TELEs within the framework of the 
STELLAR Grand Challenges. 
Issues related to SRL in TELEs will be explored in the Theme Team and discussed with other researchers, 
educators and politicians at an international conference to take place in Cologne / Germany. 
Conference results will be made available as an edited book and on the STELLAR Open Archive. The 
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main results of the Theme Team will also be disseminated and discussed at international conferences 
and with STELLAR members by presenting them at one or more of the following STELLAR initiatives: the 
Alpine Rendez-Vous, the STELLAR Winter-School, the STELLAR Summer-School and through the TEL-
Europe portal. A website with the results will remain open for comments from other researchers, as 
basis for future works. 
The relationship between SRL and TELE is a new field of inquiry which has produced interesting results, 
showing the potential to provide innovative solutions to the need for SRL development in TEL. 
 
Theme Team 4 - NTEL - Neuroscience, Technology and the Enhancement of Learning 
Burgeoning insights in the sciences of mind and brain are generating fresh perspectives on education. 
The impact of such insights may be greatest where another force for change, technology, is already 
transforming learning. However, to date, little work has focused specifically on the potential of the 
neurosciences to inform the design and use of technology in education. The role of brain science in 
understanding developmental disorders is now well-established but, since all learning possesses 
biological substrates, there is a strong justification for the potential importance of neurobiological 
perspectives within educational contexts in general. Recent advances include improved understanding 
of attention, memory, meaning, gender differences, creativity, language acquisition, mathematical 
development, motivation and many other areas of direct relevance to learning with technology.  
Neuroscience and educational technology are two rapidly developing fields of enterprise and, at their 
confluence, there is now a rapidly increasing need for innovative theorising and the development of 
improved research capacity. The proposed theme team aims to meet this need. 
 
Theme Team 7 - Orchestrating Technology-Enhanced Learning in Future Learning Spaces 
The Theme Team gathers expertise in research, development, and assessment to generate knowledge 
on pedagogical interventions to successfully orchestrate learning in future learning spaces.  
The Theme Team will produce the following results:  
- Identification of roles and relationships of participants and tools involved in different learning 
contexts: physical, distributed, formal and informal  
- Definition of a systematic theoretical framework for orchestrating learning in different settings, 
drawing on emerging topics in situated/collaborative/mobile learning and distributed/situated 
cognition, including a review of innovative pedagogies  
- Analyses of how existing technologies could support practitioners and more knowledgeable others in 
orchestrating learning, resulting in a taxonomy of tools to support practical implementation and 
assessment of orchestrated learning.  
The Theme Team will define an agenda to initiate and expand scholarship and research on 
“orchestrating learning,” leading to the following outputs:  
- A white paper and online resource for collecting empirical studies of orchestrated learning  
- A conference symposium proposal  
- An outline of a special journal issue to be published in 2011  
It is anticipated that natural by-products of this collaboration (beyond the current grant cycle) will 
include grant proposals to funding agencies in the US, UK, and EU, and a coordinated research and 
teaching network for wider dissemination amongst practitioners and doctoral students.  
The Theme Team gathers experts from diverse theoretical, institutional, and geographical domains that 
have impressive records of empirical research for mid-career researchers. The formation of the Theme 
Team will leverage this synergy to make significant contributions to TEL on a global scale. 
  
Theme Team 12 - MUPEMURE - Multiple Perspectives on Multiple Representations 
Our understanding of the exact sciences, such as mathematics, physics, biology etc., and phenomena 
and topics such as statistics, photosynthesis, the water cycle, etc. is strongly evoked and guided by how 
these topics are graphically or textually represented in text books or online environments. To foster 
active elaboration of science topics juxtaposing multiple representations is not enough. Beyond current 
multimedia learning research, the MUPEMURE Theme Team investigates how learners can be 
facilitated to actively share, process and acquire multiple perspectives on multiple representations of 
mathematical and science topics. We combine latest technology for creating, modifying, and sharing 
representations in CSCL scenarios with group awareness and scripting approaches. 
The technological advances include intelligent tools that can cluster and analyze components of 
multiple representations and provide feedback adapted to learners’ advancing knowledge (awareness 
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approach). Moreover, MUPEMURE investigates approaches to guide learners to construct, compare, 
and follow-up on peers’ multiple knowledge representations (scripting approach). Sharing multiple 
perspectives on multiple representations (MUPEMURE) can affect the course and type of learners’ 
reasoning by disambiguating discourse, fostering self-explanation and elaboration, and by 
strengthening a shared task focus. 
MUPEMURE aims to attain empirical results focusing on processes of actively working with and 
elaborating on multiple 
representations with latest technology in mash-up environments as well as focusing on learning 
outcomes including multi-perspective knowledge. The output of the Theme Team will be at least one 
symposium at an international conference such as CSCL and following up on that a special issue in an 
ISI-journal such as JLI. 
 
Theme Team 20 - DATATEL - A Data Set Framework for Recommender Systems in Technology 
Enhanced Learning 
Personalisation is a key approach to overcome the plethora of information in the Knowledge Society. It 
is expected that personalised learning has the potential to reduce delivery costs, create more effective 
learning environments and experiences, accelerate time to competence development, and increases 
collaboration between learners. One of the promising technologies to support people to find most 
suitable information and peer learners are recommender systems. 
Recommender systems are increasingly applied in TEL in order to personalise learning content and 
connect suitable peer learners according to their context (individual needs, preferences, and learning 
goals). 
There is a lot of research conducted on recommender systems in TEL but they lack standardised ways to 
evaluate the performance of different recommendation systems. In order to bring the research on TEL 
related recommender systems on a higher level benchmarks for their development are needed. These 
benchmarks require: 1. A collection of public available data sets ranging from formal to non-formal 
learning settings, 2. An overview of the research results of certain recommendation technologies on 
particular data sets, 3. A common approach to evaluate recommender systems in the domain of TEL. 
The output of the Theme Team is to foster standardised benchmarks for the development of 
recommender systems by collecting data sets, create uniform evaluation procedures, and develop an 
overview method to monitor how different algorithms perform on certain data sets. The outcomes of 
this work will be presented at the 4th SIRTEL workshop (Social Information Retrieval for Technology-
Enhanced Learning) at the EC-TEL 2010. 
 
Incubator 3 - CoMoCo - Combining gaze data with audio and action logs to build a computational 
model of collaboration quality 
The proposed Incubator addresses one of the major challenges in the area of TEL, more specifically in 
the area of computer-supported collaborative learning: the dilemma of providing too little structure to 
students’ interaction on the one hand and overscripting collaboration on the other hand. Adaptive 
collaboration support is regarded as a possible solution. 
However, the development of adaptive support is difficult as it is necessary to define and assess 
meaningful indicators for the quality of students’ collaboration. This Incubator proposes the 
development of a computational model based on action, audio and gaze data: First, we will develop an 
interaction model to assess collaboration quality based on dialogue (rating scheme); then, we will use 
machine learning techniques to find indicators in students’ actions and gaze that can predict the 
collaboration quality as assessed with the interaction model. As these indicators can be measured 
automatically during  students’ ongoing collaboration, the computational model will enable the 
implementation of adaptive collaboration support. 
The Incubator particularly benefits from the interdisciplinary background of the submitters: the 
expertise of the Junior Researcher lies in the analysis of student dialogue; the expertise of the Host 
Institution lies in the analysis of dual gaze data. The output of the proposed Incubator will be a 
conference contribution and a joint publication on the developed computational model, and a 
presentation of the model in a workshop of the linked Theme Team. 
 
 
In the following Figure, the map of topics already presented in Figure 1, is again reported, this time 
with the  selected Theme Teams and Incubator highlighted.  
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Figure 2 
 
As one may note, among all the topics cited in the proposals, the selection promoted the following 
ones: Collaboration (2 proposals accepted in this field, 1 proposal addressing also the topic of 
Adaptation, adaptive support, the other 1 in conjunction with Knowledge representation topic); 
the proposal on Adaptive support for Collaboration focuses also on Eye-tracking; then we have 1 
proposal addressing Orchestrating Learning, and 1 each for Personalized learning, SRL, and 
Neuro-sciences & TEL. 
 
9. Selected Theme Teams / Incubator & STELLAR 
Grand Challenges 
 
The following figure represents the relationships between the selected Theme Teams and 
Incubator and the STELLAR Grand Challenges. 
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Figure 3 
 
According to the respective proposals, Theme Team 2 is transversal to the 3 Challenges, while 
Theme Team 4, 12 and 20 cover 2 Challenges each (respectively: Orchestrating learning and 
Contextualizing learning, Connecting learners and Orchestrating learning, Connecting learners and 
Contextualizing learning), while Theme Team 7 and Incubator 3 both address Orchestrating 
learning  only.  
Overall, the coverage is good, as all the Challenges are addressed by at least one application; in 
some cases, a single application addresses more than one Challenge at a time.  
In one case (Theme Team 7) the Grand Challenge coincides with the topic of the Theme Team 
itself. Here it would be interesting to understand to what extent the name of the Challenge itself 
influenced the applicants.  
Despite the fact that the Challenges are rather well represented in the selected proposals, the 
applications fail to enter too much into detail as to how the Theme Team will nurture the 
Challenge(s). As a matter of fact, this is a frailty that one can find not only in the selected 
proposals, but also in the rejected ones.  
For this reason, this aspect will be monitored with particular attention during the running of the 
selected Theme Teams and Incubator. 
 
10. Supporting Theme Teams and Incubators 
activities 
 
ITD-CNR has supported the first steps and launch of activities of the selected Theme Teams and 
Incubator, by providing the general time schedule, and by helping in particular Theme Team 
Leaders to clarify scientific and organizational aspects related to the Teams running.   
According to the STELLAR DOW, while ITD-CNR is in charge of the scientific aspects related to the 
Theme Team and Incubator Programmes, the UK Open University is in charge of the financial 
aspects.  
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This has implied a process of negotiation and discussion between the two institutions, to define 
rules and procedures to be followed by the Theme Team members to receive the STELLAR grant. 
During such process, one of the main issues was determined by the fact that– administratively 
speaking – Theme Teams and Incubators are seen in the STELLAR budget mainly as ‘face-to-face 
events’, whilst from a scientific point of view, a Theme Team or an Incubator may imply other 
kinds of activities (e.g. online work, joint publications).  
For this reason, the discussion between ITD and UKOU finally led to the negotiation of rules and 
profiles for all the possible actors involved in Theme Team and Incubator activities.  
In the end, UKOU developed, with the support of ITD, the financial guidelines of the programme, 
which have been provided to all the Team Leaders (see Annex 8 for letter of support and financial 
guidelines).  
 
11. Monitoring and Evaluating Theme Teams and 
Incubators  
 
All the Theme Teams have started their activities between April and June 2010 and they are all 
foreseen to wind up within 12 months.  
As to the Incubator time schedule, a 2-day meeting to start up the envisaged activities was held in 
June 2010, then the Incubation period was between August and September in Lausanne and finally 
a last week in October, to wind up the Programme.  
In order to monitor the ongoing Theme Teams and incubator activities, ITD-CNR has designed and 
implemented a number of instruments, to be delivered to the various actors involved at the 
various stages of the Programmes. Each instrument is devoted to a particular aspect to be 
monitored, or to a particular phase of the activities.  
More specifically: 
• An initial questionnaire (see Annex 9) has been designed and developed by ITD-CNR, 
discussed within the Scientific Capacity Committee and with WP7, and finally implemented 
through an online survey system.  
The questionnaire has been delivered in June 2010 to all the Theme Team and Incubator 
participants, with the aim of gathering information about them (who they are, what their 
background is, etc.), understanding what their expectations are in relation to the Theme 
Team or Incubator, getting to know whether and to what extent participants knew each 
other and/ or had collaborated before the STELLAR funding. These latter information will 
be compared at the end of the Programme, to see if this has been really used to build up 
new relationships and synergies and overall to evaluate the STELLAR capacity to start up 
and/or strengthen links and collaborations in the field of TEL.  
• An intermediate questionnaire is foreseen, to be designed by ITD-CNR and delivered to the 
Theme Team Leaders only, with the aim of tracking the ongoing activities and progresses.  
A draft of the intermediate questionnaire is already available, which will be shared with the 
other WP3 members in the next few days.  
• A final questionnaire will be designed by ITD-CNR and delivered to all the Theme Team and 
Incubator participants. As already mentioned, the idea is to compare the results of the final 
questionnaire to those obtained by the initial questionnaire.  
• A final report will be requested to all the Theme Team Leaders and to the Incubator at the 
end of the activities to give account of the main results obtained.  
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While this Deliverable contains the results of the initial questionnaire (see the following section), 
details and results coming from the other monitoring instruments will be described in Deliverable 
3.4.       
 
12. Results from the analysis of the initial 
questionnaire  
 
As already mentioned, the initial questionnaire was delivered June 2010 to all the Theme Team 
and Incubator participants after few weeks from the Theme Team and Incubator launch.  
The questionnaire has been filled in by 25 Theme Team members out of 27, and by the only 
Incubator participant (total respondents: 26).  
 
The 26 respondents are 18 males and 8 females.  
The questionnaire could be filled in anonymously, but only 2 respondents chose this option.  
Many respondents (12, which is 48%) are between 31 and 40 years old, 5 are in the range 41-50, 4 
are between 51 and 60, 3 are between 21 and 30, and 2 are over 60.  
The majority of them (19, which is 76%) are Ph.D./ Dr., while the others declare they have lower 
academic degrees or titles (the Incubator applicant has a Diploma and is currently a Ph.D. 
student).  
As to their area of research, 10 state they work in the Educational Technology field, 7 in the 
Educational Sciences, 6 in Psychology, 2 in Computer Science, 1 Other.  
The following table illustrates the countries of the respondents.  
 
COUNTRY NUMBER OF 
RESPONDENTS 
Germany 6 
Belgium 4 
Switzerland 3 
UK 3 
Italy 2 
Singapore 1 
USA 1 
Spain 1 
The Netherlands 1 
Greece 1 
Finland  1 
--
(
*
)
 2 
Table 11
 
(
*
)
 The 2 anonymous respondents didn’t specify their countries  
 
The first question investigated the way each person was entered in contact with the Call (Question 
1). Respondents could choose among a set of options (see graph below).  
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Figure 4 - Answers to Question 1 
 
As one may see, the majority of them declared they were told by a STELLAR partner or directly 
invited by the Theme Team leader to participate to a specific proposal; at the same time, the 
STELLAR “ICT based communication channels”, such as websites, mailing lists, etc., were far less 
mentioned.  
This indicates that the Call dissemination passed much more by word of mouth and thanks to 
already existing personal contacts, rather than being disseminated through the Internet. This may 
be taken as an indication for the future Calls, to try to improve the STELLAR   communication 
channels so that they may be more effectively used as dissemination agents.  
 
When asked what their level of expertise is in the topic addressed by the Theme Team / Incubator 
(Question 2), many participants (13, which is 52%) answered their level is very high, and 9 
answered it is high; 3 persons judged it medium, and only 1 evaluated his/her level of expertise as 
low. This means that overall Theme Teams and Incubators have been interpreted by applicants as 
instruments to exploit and share already existing (and possibly consolidated) competencies, rather 
than to develop skills in new research fields.  
 
Question 3 and 4 aim to understand whether and to what extent Theme Team members 
/Incubator actors knew each other before the Theme Team/ Incubator launch.  
In particular, Question 3 asked whether people knew the other Theme Team members before the 
Theme Team was launched and possible answers were: yes/no. 
Answers to this question were elaborated with UCINET
7
, a software for Social Network Analysis. 
The graphs below represent the 5 resulting networks: colored nodes stand for Teams’ members, 
arrows stand for previous existing  ties (which can be reciprocal or not). Wherever nodes are not 
connected through arrows, this means either that the person declared s/he didn’t know the other 
member(s) before the Theme Team, or that s/he didn’t answer the question. STELLAR partners in 
the graphs are highlighted with a black circle. 
 
                                                      
7
 Borgatti, S.P., Everett, M.G. and Freeman, L.C. 2002. Ucinet for Windows: Software for Social Network Analysis. 
Harvard, MA: Analytic Technologies. 
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Theme Team 2 - 
SRLinTELEs 
Almost all the people 
knew each other 
already before the 
Theme Team was 
launched, except for M2 
(blue square) who has 
been “reached” thanks 
to his/her connection 
with M3 (the STELLAR 
partner).  
 
Theme Team 4 - NTEL 
The members of this 
Theme Team hardly 
knew each other before 
the Theme Team; only 
M2 knew other two 
members, while M3 (a 
STELLAR partner) 
didn’t know any of them 
before the Theme Team 
was launched.   
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Theme Team 7 - 
Orchestrating 
Technology-Enhanced 
Learning in Future 
Learning Spaces 
Three members of the 
Team already knew 
each other (M2, M3 and 
M4), while, strangely 
enough, the Theme 
Team Leader (M1) was 
reached only through  
his/her connection with 
M2.  
M5 didn’t know anyone 
of the Team before the 
Theme Team itself.   
 
Theme Team 12 - 
MUPEMURE 
People knew each other 
before the Theme Team 
and many ties are 
reciprocal.  
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Theme Team 20 - 
DATATEL 
Almost all the members 
had reciprocal 
connections before the 
Theme Team.  
 
Table 11 
 
In conclusion, looking at the above table, one may note that, especially in case of Theme Teams 4 
and 7 – the STELLAR funding is being used to bring nearer people who didn’t know each other 
before this experience, thus helping to build up new groups. Besides, it seems that in some 
occasions (e.g. Theme Team 2) the Theme Team has helped to enlarge already existing groups by 
reaching people who were originally outside them.   
 
In order to have further information about the nature of existing relationships among Theme 
Team colleagues, another question was posed (Question 4); the question  asked Theme Team 
participants to describe their reciprocal relationships in terms of: a) having already worked with a 
colleague on the same research area/topic (strong relationship); b) having already worked with 
her/him on another research area/topic (weak relationship); c) having never worked with her/him 
before.   
In Theme Team 2  - SRLinTELEs, most of the members (43%) declare they have already worked 
with their colleagues on the same research topics, while the 10% of them declare they have 
worked already with a colleague, this time on another research topic and only one member 
declares s/he has never worked with one of the colleague before. 3 persons of this Team, though, 
did not answer the question.    
In Theme Team 4- NTEL, the situation is much more homogenous: none of the persons has ever 
worked with any other member (1 member did not answer). 
Similarly, in Theme Team 7- Orchestrating Technology-Enhanced Learning in Future Learning 
Spaces, the declared relationships are rather weak: only one member declares s/he has already 
worked on the topic with other two persons, while all the others declare they have never worked 
with their Team colleagues.  
In Theme Team 12 – MUPEMURE, again the declared relationships are rather weak: only two 
members have already worked with other people of the Team (15%) but in any case on topics 
different from the ones addressed by the Team itself. The 65% of the relationships are  even 
weaker (“I have never worked with her/him”), while 1 member of the Team did not answer. 
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In Theme Team 20 – DATATEL, conversely, there are stronger relationships: some people have 
already worked on the same topic (20%), some others have worked with their Theme Team 
colleagues on different topics (30%), while others declared they have never worked with others 
before (33%). One member did not answer the question.  
Overall, one may synthesize that while Theme Team 2 and Theme Team 20 are based on already 
consolidated groups of people, whose members have on average already worked together, Theme 
Teams 4, 7 and 12  are conversely formed by people who have hardly had the chance to 
collaborate prior to the Theme Team.  
As far as the Incubator is concerned, the applicant already knew some researchers at the host 
institution, as she had participated to a workshop previously organized by them. 
 
Question 5 investigated the tools participants are planning to use to communicate with their 
colleagues during the Theme Team and Incubator life span.  
As one may see from the graph below, among the options given, all the respondents included 
email among the favorite communication tools, but many of them mentioned also video-
conferencing and 11 persons considered TELEurope and audio-conferencing systems as possible 
channels to support Theme Team internal communication.  
Among those who suggested other tools (open field), 4 persons mentioned Googledocs, while 2 
people suggested to use some kind of system allowing to share workspaces. These could be 
important indications to be shared with WP5, for possible improvements of TELEurope 
functionalities.  
 
 
Figure 5 - Answers to Question 5 
 
In Question 6, Theme Team members / Incubator participant were asked to express their opinions 
as far as their expectations from the Theme Team/ Incubator were concerned. The questions 
envisaged a set of closed answers and then there was an “Other” option.  
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Figure 6 - Answers to Question 6 
 
The graph shows that almost everyone (24/26) thinks at the Theme Team or the Incubator  as a 
way “to create new synergies with other researchers” and as a “chance to share information with 
people interested in the same topic”. 
23 persons think their Theme Team/ Incubator could “advance knowledge in the field of TEL” and 
again 23 of them think their participation to the Team /Incubator could “deepen their personal 
knowledge on a specific topic”.  
21 people indicated the Theme Team/Incubator is a “chance to collaborate with people interested 
in the same topic”, 17 perceived it as a means “to reinforce existing relationships with other 
researchers” and finally only 13 of them saw it as a way “to have money to travel”. The Incubator 
applicant declared also this is for her “an occasion to exploit an idea, a prototype, an innovation”. 
 
The last 3 questions of the questionnaire were more qualitative in nature and their answers  were 
open, in such a way that respondents could express their opinions and ideas freely. 
In particular, the first question of the three was rather generic and was aimed at introducing the 
following two, by helping the respondents to concentrate on the scientific content of their Theme 
Team (“Why do you think the topic chosen by your Team is strategic in the field of TEL?”).  
The other two questions, instead, were more focused and aimed at capturing respondents’ 
opinions concerning: 
• What main research questions they would like their Theme Team to address during its 
lifespan; 
• What possible relationships may exist between the topic chosen by their Team and the 3 
STELLAR Grand Challenges.  
The answers to the two questions were analyzed at a qualitative level. 
In particular, the following table contains the collection of research questions identified by 
members of each Theme Team / Incubator: 
 
Theme Team Research questions identified by Theme Teams’ members  
Theme Team 2 – 
SRL in TELEs 
How is SRL taking place in communities of learners, i.e. is SRL defined by an individual 
or can it be a co-operative set of competencies?   
How do learners with SRL competencies manage to effectively use a large diversity of 
learning tools and other resources?   
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How can we describe the relationship between SRL and domain-specific learning in 
TELEs?   
What affect do variables such as ability, age, culture, gender and socio-economic have 
on the individual’s response to classroom technologies?   
What do we need to know about SRL in order to successfully design and implement 
personalised learning platforms?   
How can we design and develop TELEs which support SRL and integrate them into 
traditional classroom practices?   
How is SRL taking place in communities of learners supported by TELEs?  What do we 
need to know about SRL in order to successfully design and implement personalised 
learning platforms?   
How can we design and develop TELEs which support SRL?    
Is there a difference of SRL learning strategies between traditional learning and learning 
with TELEs?  
What are the possibilities to foster SRL via IC-Technologies?  
Does PLEs need specific SRL skills?  
What are the SRL competences that allow learners to make full use of technology in 
their learning processes?  
What do we need to know about SRL in order to successfully design and implement 
effective TELEs?  
How can we design and develop TELEs which support learners’ SRL development? 
What is the role of technology in the training to SRL?  
What are the core design features of a technology to support self regulation, for 
example can we specify the granularity of feedback?  
Is the technology a support of latent skills or developing new skills?  
What would be the implications for the quality of learning In either case? 
Theme Team 4 - 
NTEL 
We are finding links between what we know about the brain and the RQ's being tackled 
by researchers in TEL field - so we should not be identifying specific RQ's at this stage. 
Can brain study and neuroscience research inform TEL research in the future? Which 
specific aspects of neuroscience research will influence TEL research in the future?  
TEL researchers and neuroscientists: a "possible" dialogue?    
Theme Team 7 - 
Orchestrating 
Technology-
Enhanced 
Learning in future 
learning spaces 
Is orchestration a useful metaphor to illuminate issues in TEL research, and what kind of 
research questions does it help generate? 
Is "orchestrating learning" just a nice metaphor or can it be helpful in fomulating 
research questions?  
What is the role of TEL in orchestrating learning?  
What are the differences between orchestrating learning in formal and in informal 
learning settings? 
What does orchestrating learning means form different theoretical perspectives?  
What is the added value of orchestrating learning for teachers and leaner’s? What are 
the main differences between different research areas in orchestrating learning?  
How is the term "orchestrating learning" used, defined, and operationalized within TEL 
research?   
What is the potential of a general framework for orchestrating learning?  
How can a general framework with respect to orchestrating learning serve the design 
and evaluation of TEL-environments?   
 How can technology support orchestrating learning?  
Can the metaphor "orchestrating learning" be developed into a framework for 
generating research questions?  
What are the factors that should be accounted for when investigating orchestrating 
learning?  
What unit(s) of analysis best serve(s) the investigating of orchestrating learning? 
Theme team 12 - 
MUPEMURE 
Which are the specific interacting demands of collaborative learning with multiple 
external representations?  
How can learners be supported by to deal with those specific demands (on a 
technological and instructional basis)? 
Which theoretical concepts can enrich each other in order to describe the complex 
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scenario and processes learners are involved during collaborative learning with multiple 
representations? 
How do students learn from multiple representations?  
How does asking students to study multiple representations with a learning partner 
affect the way they integrate multiple representations?  
What kinds of instructional support do we need to help students making connections 
between multiple representations? 
How is agency, authority and knowledge distributed in learning environments building 
on multiple representations?   
To what extent and at what times do learners require instructional support when 
working with multiple representations?  
To what extent can creating, sharing, modifying of external knowledge representations 
be facilitated through collaboration scripts and awareness features?  
What are the various ways in which multiple representations influence learning?   
How do the various perspectives on multiple representations inform our understanding 
of learning  what are nature of representations embedded in designs that are critical 
determinants of learning? 
Theme Team 20 - 
DATATEL 
How can datasets be shared according to privacy and legal protection rules?  How to 
development a respective policy to use and share datasets?   
How to pre-process datasets to make them suitable for other researchers?   
How to define common evaluation criteria for TEL recommender systems?   
How to develop overview methods to monitor the performance of TEL recommender 
systems on datasets? 
What are the requirements for the TEL specific datasets?  
What can we learn form best practice from other fields?  
What are the different use cases for them?  
Reusable/structured Representation of user feedback/annotations  
Interoperability between different social TEL applications  
Open availability/sharing of TEL data sets 
How could TEL projects be supported to collect data which can be shared with the 
community?    
Which kind of information shall be contained in a specification of a data set to cover the 
different types of systems in TEL?   
Which privacy guidelines have to be in place to allow sharing of datasets? 
Inc. 3 - CoMoCo How is the quality of collaboration (“interaction model”, e.g. information pooling, 
interaction management) related to the outcome of students’ pair programming? 
What are meaningful indicators for collaboration quality (action, audio and gaze data)? 
How can we assess these indicators to predict collaboration quality and the outcome of 
the interaction (“computational model”)? 
Table 12 
 
The collection of questions for each Theme Team/ Incubator is rather rich and variegated, as this is 
the sum of the individual answers.  
At this stage we do not want to elaborate on them, as we would like to present this same list of 
research questions to the Theme Team/Incubator participants at the end of the funding period, in 
such a way to investigate whether and to what extent these have been shared and/or elaborated 
and/or addressed during the Theme Teams/Incubators’ lifespan. Here we just want to observe 
that the number of research questions mentioned appears rather high.   
 
As to the last open question, the one concerning the relationship between Teams and Incubators 
and Grand Challenges, almost all the respondents have quoted parts of the submitted proposals to 
answer this question. This probably puts forward an overall lack of ideas about this issue and calls 
for further reflections on how Theme Teams and Incubators can support the STELLAR Challenges.  
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13. Discussion and future actions  
 
This section looks at the data and figures emerged from the previous sections, with the aim to 
reflect on the effectiveness of the presented Integration instruments in relation to the STELLAR 
main objectives, to detect criticalities (if they exist), and to identify possible future actions to 
overcome them. In particular, in this section we will try to look at what has been done so far with 
the lens of WP3 objectives
8
. 
As it has been already mentioned at the beginning of this deliverable, in order to meet WP3 
objectives, in the STELLAR DOW three Integration instruments are defined, namely the Alpine 
Rendezvous, the Theme Teams and the Incubators. Apart from the former, which is not object of 
this deliverable, the Theme Team concept comes from the previous experience of the 
Kaleidoscope Network of Excellence (where similar instruments existed, called JEIRPs, ERTs, etc.); 
the Incubators are instead a completely new instrument. In particular the Theme Teams were 
maintained in the current NoE, as in the previous Network they had demonstrated to be particular 
effective tools to connect people and to promote integration at a concrete level.   
This seems to be the case even now with the current Theme Teams, especially if we look at the 
number of received applications in the First Call, at the variety of addressed topics,  at the 
coverage of countries, ages and backgrounds. Of course at the moment we are not in the position 
to carry out an exhaustive evaluation of these instruments, as they have not yet finished their 
activities, and we do not have yet any final outputs to evaluate. This is something that will be done 
in Del. 3.4. 
 
For the aim of this deliverable, though, we can look at the results of the First Call and at the half-
way Theme Teams and Incubator and make some preliminary considerations. In particular, we can 
claim that:    
• The number of applications received during the First Call was good for Theme Teams, and 
was such to allow a real selection among applications (see Table 1); besides, the number of 
institutions involved in the applications, as well as the country coverage is good (see Table 
3 and 4) and the addressed topics are rather diversified (see Figure 1); 
• On the contrary, the number of applications for Incubators was not satisfying (Table 2); the 
low number of applications may be partially due to the fact that the target of the Call was 
not a large one, and partially by the contemporaneity of the Call launched by WP4 for the 
Mobility Programme;  
• Even if the overall dissemination of the Call resulted good, the STELLAR channels and 
services (i.e. TELEurope), that have recently started working at full capacity, could be 
exploited in the future to spread the Call and to support applicants during the Call itself; 
                                                      
8
 Here we report again WP3 main objectives, which are: “1) to implement and coordinate mechanisms (Theme Teams, 
Incubators, Rendezvous) for supporting the integration of researchers belonging to different research units and 
fostering the sharing and integration of competences, methodologies and ideas; 2) to foster the dialogue and 
collaboration between researchers of different levels of expertise (early-stage, mid-career and senior researchers); 3) 
to stimulate the participation of those researchers in European laboratories and research units (those in industry 
included) that are not part of the initial network (i.e., are not directly signing the STELLAR contract) but have specific 
experience and can help filling gaps within the network that emerge with newly emerging themes.” (from the STELLAR 
DOW). 
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• As to the selected Theme Teams and Incubator, the total number of actors and institutions 
currently involved is satisfying and also the coverage of countries can be considered good 
(see Table 8, 9 and 10); 
• As to the Theme Teams composition, ages and competences of members, these seem to be 
rather diversified (see data on pg. 29); in any case, in order to fully evaluate the capacity of 
WP3 instruments to foster the sharing and integration of competences, methodologies and 
ideas, of course it will be necessary to evaluate the outputs produced at the end of their 
work;  
• Similarly, while at the moment we can observe that the initial relationships among Theme 
Teams members are diversified (some of them are completely new teams, some others are 
already established groups, see Table 11), in order to fully evaluate the capacity of WP3 
instruments to foster the dialogue and collaboration between researchers, it will be 
necessary to evaluate how their interactions and relationships will evolve in time; to this 
aim, as already mentioned, both an intermediate and a final questionnaire will be built and 
delivered, aimed exactly at capturing changes in the way people working in Theme Teams 
are interacting and collaborating;  
• The coverage of the STELLAR Grand Challenges is good, at least starting from what is 
declared in the proposals (see Figure 3); despite this, the number of research questions 
currently addressed by the Theme Teams and Incubator is quite high (see Table 12), so the 
need emerges for a stronger and tighter focus in their activities, otherwise it may become 
difficult to understand how these instruments will actually nurture the Challenges. 
 
Starting from these considerations, some actions have already been undertaken and some others 
will be undertaken in the next few months to address the emerged critical issues. 
In particular:  
• The experience has shown that the WP4 Mobility Programme and the incubators are very 
similar instruments, the main differences being that: 1) the Mobility mainly addressed 
doctoral students, while the Incubators addressed young researchers, 2) the funding level, 
which was higher for the Incubators, 3) the effort required on the part of the applicants, 4) 
the rules concerning  involvement of STELLAR members.  Otherwise the publication, 
application and evaluation process were similar. Despite these similarities, in the first 
round of calls  there was a clear duplication of efforts: two different WPs issued two 
different calls, selected with similar criteria the applications, monitored the progress, etc., 
and maybe confusing messages were sent to target users (some people applied for both 
calls, others were puzzled and did not really get the differences, etc). All these elements 
are probably at the basis of the low quality and quantity of applications to both the calls.  
In order to reinforce participation to the Incubator Call and to avoid the existing overlap 
with the Mobility Programme, WP3 and WP4 have jointly proposed to the General 
Assembly to merge them to create a new instrument, called Mobility Fellowships. The 
General Assembly has agreed on this and the new call has already been implemented and 
recently launched (November 2010). The new instrument takes the most of the two former 
instruments; further details about this new instrument will be given in the next WP4 
deliverable and in Del. 3.4; 
• Meanwhile, the new Call for Theme Teams is  under preparation and will be launched in 
the next few days; the new Call is built starting from the one of the previous round, and 
has been partially modified on the basis of the lessons learnt during the former experience 
(see next point);  
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• In particular, in order to help Theme Team applicants to keep a tighter focus on the Grand 
Challenges (which is one critical issue emerged from the analysis proposed in this 
deliverable), the new Call has been modified and now applicants are explicitly required to 
identify one or two research questions around which the debate and integration will be 
built in the Theme Team; besides, applicants have to explicitly locate the identified 
research questions within the Challenges; this should help them to stay more focused and 
oriented towards the Grand Challenges and to avoid a dispersive work; 
• Lastly, in order to help also the running Theme Teams and Incubator to maintain their 
activities oriented to the STELLAR Grand Challenges, WP1 and WP3 have agreed to 
organize virtual meetings between WP1 people and the Theme Teams Leaders, with the 
aim to provide inputs and stimuli towards the Grand Challenges, and to better define how 
the Integration instruments can nurture them. These meetings will be organized between 
January and February 2011.  
 
 
14. Conclusions  
 
The present Deliverable has introduced the concepts of Theme Teams and incubators, as these 
have been defined and implemented in the First Call within STELLAR WP3. 
Given that the aim of these instruments is to overcome the existing fragmentation in the TEL field, 
especially by promoting integration at any research level (see DOW), this Deliverable has mainly 
elaborated on: 
• the received proposals, to give a picture of the applying researchers and of the addressed 
topics, in a word – to represent the world the instruments are directed to; 
• the selected Theme Teams and Incubator, to show how the STELLAR funds are being used. 
As already mentioned at the beginning of this Deliverable, though, at the moment the selected 
Theme Teams and Incubator are still under way, so that up to now it is not possible to provide an 
exhaustive evaluation of this experience.  
Deliverable (Del.  3.4 – due at month 40) will describe how these instruments will evolve in time 
and how they will be implemented in the second Call. 
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ANNEX 1 
Theme Teams – First Call for Proposals 
Incubators – First Call for Proposals 
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The STELLAR Network of Excellence 
THEME TEAM – FIRST CALL FOR PROPOSALS 
http://www.itd.cnr.it/page.php?ID=TT_CALL&FlagSelected=en 
 
What is STELLAR? 
STELLAR (http://www.stellarnet.eu/) is the only Network of Excellence on TEL (Technology-
Enhanced Learning) funded within FP7. It represents the effort of the leading institutions and 
projects in European TEL to unify the diverse TEL community. The Network of Excellence is 
executed via a series of "integration instruments" designed to increase the research capacity of 
European TEL at all levels, including institutions and enterprises within and outside STELLAR. The 
present Call is one of the instrument designed to create and/or reinforce synergies at scientific 
level. 
What is a “Theme Team”? 
A STELLAR Theme Team is a network of mid-career researchers from different institutions, whose 
aim is to  explore and analyze collaboratively emerging interdisciplinary research topics in the field 
of TEL. A Team may be a completely new network created around a specific topic of common 
interest, or composed of researchers who have already worked together on a certain issue (e.g. at 
a workshop or within a longer project). The mission of a Theme Team is to share and integrate 
competences, methodologies and ideas already developed. The Teams are a means to integrate 
European research units in the field of TEL, but also competences coming from enterprises and 
institutions not included in the STELLAR network. 
Who can participate in a Theme Team? 
The Theme Teams are intended to bring together mid-carrier researchers from inside and outside 
the STELLAR Network and to encourage information sharing and discussion amongst researchers 
who are interested in the same topics, possibly from different perspectives. Basic requirements for 
a Theme Team composition are the following:  
• a Theme Team must be composed of mid-career researchers (after their post doctoral 
studies) coming from 3-5 different institutions 
• at least one institution involved  must come from outside STELLAR (but more external 
institutions are welcome) 
• at least one of the institutions must be a STELLAR partner. 
The Theme Team will be managed and coordinated by a Theme Team Leader (the applicant of the 
Call).  
Relation to other STELLAR funding instruments 
It is possible (but not necessary) to combine a Theme Team grant application with an Incubator 
grant application.  
What are the topics? 
A Theme Team should contribute to accomplish the major goal of the STELLAR network: to unify 
the diverse TEL communities within and outside STELLAR, identify and advance emerging 
interdisciplinary topics, methodologies and technologies in the field of TEL. Therefore Theme 
Teams should cover at least one of the three ”Grand Challenges” in TEL research, shaped by 
STELLAR as: 
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1. Connecting learners 
On the Web, we can see that self-directed, self-managed and self-maintained communities create successful 
new forms of collaboration. A wide range of tools is used by these communities for knowledge sharing and 
building, communication, collaboration and networking. Knowledge sharing and building is facilitated by 
open and closed forums, Wiki pages and personal or shared blogs. Multimedia material is shared using 
popular tools such as FlickR and YouTube. Communication takes place using forums, annotation, tagging, 
chat rooms, instant messaging and video conferences. Collaboration is facilitated by shared media 
repositories, version management systems and collaborative text editing systems such as Google Docs. 
Networking portals, such as FaceBook and LinkedIn, allow professionals to find, contact and keep in touch 
with like-minded. In a Web 2.0 world new communities bring together self-directed, self-managed and self-
maintained users and, thereby, create successful new forms of collaboration. These new communities are 
open to all learners at any point in their life of learning. Within successful communities, inherent incentive 
mechanisms to motivate and encourage participation exist. The heart of learning and knowledge consists of 
people. Replacing the current centralized, static technology-push models with new interactive models that 
reflect the continuous, social nature of learning requires a radical shift from a focus on knowing what to a 
focus on knowing how and knowing who. Within this theme key research questions are: What are the 
characteristics of a network for learning? What are key enabling and success factors for learner networks? 
What impact could web 2.0 technologies have on learning in educational institutions? What impact could 
web 2.0 technologies have on learning outside educational institutions? …. [excerpt from STELLAR-Del. 1.1] 
 
2. Orchestrating learning  
The development of digital technologies, their interfaces and association with communication technology, 
has opened up the possibility of accessing a large diversity of learning tools and all kinds of resources, as well 
as new infrastructures to support interactions and communications among learners and teachers or trainers -
- or in more general terms, among learners and knowledgeable others. This evolution is supported by the 
emergence of theoretical frameworks which provide new means to understand learning and to design more 
efficient and more relevant environments to support it. Situated cognition and situated learning theories, 
collaborative learning, exploratory learning as well as mobile learning theories are stimulating new 
approaches to learning, pedagogy, didactics and assessment. The multiplicity of the resources, the 
multiplicity of the devices, the multiplicity of the agents (co-learners, teachers or trainers, artificial or human 
agents) contributing to a learning process is the modern mark of TEL. Its practical impact is the requirement 
for more and new collaborative competence for using, generating and exchanging knowledge in a peer-to-
peer manner and participating in communities of learning. To face the emergence of this richer and more 
complex than ever world of learning resources, the new challenge is to find methods and principles, as well as 
concepts and tools, to engineer learning situations and/or learning environments.  Within this theme key 
research questions include: What is the role of the teacher/more knowledgeable other in orchestrating 
learning and how does this relate to collaboration and the knowledge of students? What is the role of 
assessment and evaluation in learning and how can technology play a role? From the point of view of the 
learner what is the relationship between higher-order skills and learning of a particular knowledge domain 
and what is the role of technology in this respect? How can we identify the current learning trajectory or a 
person? Would it be beneficial to make them aware of trajectory switches? …. [excerpt from STELLAR-Del. 
1.1] 
 
3. Contextualizing virtual learning environments and instrumentalising learning contexts  
As learning has become an integrative part of our life, and as it takes place in different 
learner communities, so the tools, resources and systems that are used need to be 
contextualized. The learning context is the "setting", in a broad sense, in which the learning 
occurs (see discussion page). It is continually created by people in interaction with others, 
with physical and digital objects, with their surroundings and with everyday tools. 
Complementarily, the interplay between formal and informal learning in formal and 
informal contexts has to be instrumentalized through the use of physical artifacts, mobile 
devices and the configuration of physical and virtual space, in order to create learning 
opportunities beyond the traditional institutional boundaries. Technologies for learning 
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must be designed for culturally mediated settings, which include the co-design of 
technology and pedagogy for situated learning, simulated environments and support for 
mobility. Traditional classroom learning is founded on an illusion of context stability, by 
setting up a fixed location with common resources, a single teacher, and an agreed 
curriculum, which allows a semblance of common ground. But if these are removed, a 
fundamental challenge is how to form islands of temporarily stable context to enable 
meaning making from the flow of everyday activity. Within this theme key research 
questions include: How can new forms of technology-enhanced learning enable novel 
experiences for learners and for development of human competences and capabilities? 
How can the mobility of the learner in distributed and multi environment learning settings 
be supported, to include the transition between a) real and virtual contexts b) informal and 
formal learning contexts? Which standards are needed to achieve interoperability and 
reusability of learning resources in this field? How can we harmonize the existing learning 
standards? … [excerpt from STELLAR-Del. 1.1] 
 
What is the expected output? 
Each Theme Team is required to plan for some kind of concrete scientific output showing evidence 
of the created synergies/collaboration among the members.  
Specifically valued outputs include (but are not restricted to): a special issue journal, an edited 
book, a workshop at an international conference with concrete outputs (e.g., proceedings),  co-
authored articles, learning and training materials/modules/lessons for the STELLAR Doctoral 
Academy or for enterprises, a project proposal, etc.  
Budget 
Within this first round of funding (the present Call), up to 4 Theme Teams will be funded (the 
expected budget of each proposed Theme Team being around  € 20.000). The Theme Team 
eligibility period is 12 months.  
Each applicant should specify how the group is planning to use the budget.  
Eligible costs are: 
a) Costs for organization of events (e.g. workshops, meetings, seminars, visits) which may include 
attendees travel, attendees subsistence, event catering, venue hire, guest speakers fees, event 
marketing, event documents, etc. These costs will be reimbursed after presentation of invoices. 
b) Costs related to the production of concrete outputs that may include books, proceedings, other 
products for result dissemination, creation of products or service which are intended to go beyond 
the Theme Team life span, etc. (see section “What is the expected output?”). These costs will be 
reimbursed after presentation of invoices and approval by the STELLAR Scientific Capacity 
Committee. 
Please, note that labor is not an eligible cost. 
Content of the proposal 
The proposals should follow the template 
(http://www.itd.cnr.it/download/theme_team_form.doc), by specifying: 
1. Identification data of the Theme Team (title, duration, participants, contact information, 
etc.) 
2. Short CV of the Theme Team responsible   
3. A brief summary (including the reason for the proposed Theme Team, a concise description 
of the output/results, the innovative character and relevance in the field of TEL) 
4. A description of the Theme Team (explaining the topic, especially the relation to one or 
more of the STELLAR Grand Challenges, the goals of the Theme Team, as well as the way 
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the Team is expected to contribute to integrate different TEL research communities in 
Europe and beyond) 
5. A description of the envisaged output (type of output, kind of synergies it is expected to 
create/consolidate, etc.) 
6. Organization of the work towards the output (plan of activities)  
7. Dissemination/Transfer plan (plans for disseminating the output/results)  
8. Management and Monitoring (plan of how the Theme Team Leader will manage the Team 
– e.g. website - and concrete instruments used for monitoring the work) 
9. Budget (plan of costs). 
The full proposal should not exceed 5 pages. 
Selection procedure 
The present Call will be closed on January 2010, the 15
th
.  
The selection will take place in January/February 2010 and will be managed by the STELLAR 
Scientific Capacity Committee. Each proposal will be evaluated by at least 2 reviewers (basic 
requirement for selecting the reviewers will be that of avoiding any conflict of interests between 
the Theme Team participants and the reviewers themselves).  
The main evaluation criteria will include: 
- overall quality of the proposal 
- innovative and interdisciplinary character and relevance in the field of TEL 
- type of the expected output and kind of synergies it will create/consolidate 
- Team composition (interdisciplinarity, level of expertise on the topic, balance between 
inside and outside STELLAR partners, etc.)   
- appropriateness of the budget applied for 
- feasibility of the plan for the envisioned scientific output and potential impact of the 
output 
- management and monitoring plan.  
By the end of February 2010 all the applicants will be acknowledged of the results of the 
evaluation process. The selected Theme Teams will be asked to start up by March 2010, the 1
st
. 
Monitoring and evaluation 
During the Theme Team lifespan the work carried out by each Team will be monitored by the 
STELLAR Scientific Capacity Committee. A scientific and financial report will be due at the end of 
the work. The Theme Team Leader will be in charge of collecting data and submitting both the 
scientific and financial reports.  
How to submit? 
Submissions, preferably in PDF format, have to follow the schema downloadable  at: 
http://www.itd.cnr.it/download/theme_team_form.doc   
Proposals should be submitted to CNR-ITD who has been appointed by the STELLAR Network to 
manage the overall Theme Teams process.  
 
Theme Team proposals must be sent via email  
before January 2010, the 15
th
 to: 
themeteam_call@itd.cnr.it  
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The STELLAR Network of Excellence 
 
INCUBATORS – FIRST CALL FOR PROPOSALS 
http://www.itd.cnr.it/page.php?ID=I_CALL&FlagSelected=en 
 
What is STELLAR? 
STELLAR (http://www.stellarnet.eu/) is the only Network of Excellence on TEL (Technology-
Enhanced Learning) funded within FP7. It represents the effort of the leading institutions and 
projects in European TEL to unify the diverse TEL community. The Network of Excellence is 
executed via a series of "integration instruments" designed to increase the research capacity of 
European TEL at all levels, including institutions and enterprises within and outside STELLAR. The 
present Call is one of the instrument designed to create and/or reinforce synergies at scientific 
level. 
What is an “Incubator”? 
STELLAR is launching an Incubator Programme, aimed at supporting promising early career 
researchers with mobility or “incubation scholarships” to spend some months in another research 
institution or enterprise with the aim of either fostering the incubation of new ideas/projects, or 
exploiting new prototypes/services/approaches. 
Basic requirements for participation  
An Incubator must involve: 
• an early career researcher (not in his/her early PhD stages), who is interested in a 
topic/idea/prototype relevant in the field of TEL  
• a host institution, interested in the same topic/idea/prototype. 
It is a necessary condition that the host institution and /or the junior researcher are within 
STELLAR. 
The early career researcher is the applicant of the Call. The host institution must provide a letter of 
intent, declaring the willingness to host the applicant and working with him/her on the identified 
topic/idea/prototype. 
Relation to other STELLAR funding instruments 
It is possible (but not necessary) to combine an Incubator grant application with a Theme Team 
grant application.  
What are the topics? 
Incubators should contribute to accomplish the major goal of the STELLAR network: to unify the 
diverse TEL communities within and outside STELLAR, identify and advance emerging topics, 
methodologies and technologies in the field of TEL. Therefore Incubators should cover at least one 
of the three ”Grand Challenges” in TEL research, shaped by STELLAR as: 
 
4. Connecting learners 
On the Web, we can see that self-directed, self-managed and self-maintained communities create successful 
new forms of collaboration. A wide range of tools is used by these communities for knowledge sharing and 
building, communication, collaboration and networking. Knowledge sharing and building is facilitated by 
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open and closed forums, Wiki pages and personal or shared blogs. Multimedia material is shared using 
popular tools such as FlickR and YouTube. Communication takes place using forums, annotation, tagging, 
chat rooms, instant messaging and video conferences. Collaboration is facilitated by shared media 
repositories, version management systems and collaborative text editing systems such as Google Docs. 
Networking portals, such as FaceBook and LinkedIn, allow professionals to find, contact and keep in touch 
with like-minded. In a Web 2.0 world new communities bring together self-directed, self-managed and self-
maintained users and, thereby, create successful new forms of collaboration. These new communities are 
open to all learners at any point in their life of learning. Within successful communities, inherent incentive 
mechanisms to motivate and encourage participation exist. The heart of learning and knowledge consists of 
people. Replacing the current centralized, static technology-push models with new interactive models that 
reflect the continuous, social nature of learning requires a radical shift from a focus on knowing what to a 
focus on knowing how and knowing who. Within this theme key research questions are: What are the 
characteristics of a network for learning? What are key enabling and success factors for learner networks? 
What impact could web 2.0 technologies have on learning in educational institutions? What impact could 
web 2.0 technologies have on learning outside educational institutions? …. [excerpt from STELLAR-Del. 1.1] 
 
5. Orchestrating learning  
The development of digital technologies, their interfaces and association with communication technology, 
has opened up the possibility of accessing a large diversity of learning tools and all kinds of resources, as well 
as new infrastructures to support interactions and communications among learners and teachers or trainers -
- or in more general terms, among learners and knowledgeable others. This evolution is supported by the 
emergence of theoretical frameworks which provide new means to understand learning and to design more 
efficient and more relevant environments to support it. Situated cognition and situated learning theories, 
collaborative learning, exploratory learning as well as mobile learning theories are stimulating new 
approaches to learning, pedagogy, didactics and assessment. The multiplicity of the resources, the 
multiplicity of the devices, the multiplicity of the agents (co-learners, teachers or trainers, artificial or human 
agents) contributing to a learning process is the modern mark of TEL. Its practical impact is the requirement 
for more and new collaborative competence for using, generating and exchanging knowledge in a peer-to-
peer manner and participating in communities of learning. To face the emergence of this richer and more 
complex than ever world of learning resources, the new challenge is to find methods and principles, as well as 
concepts and tools, to engineer learning situations and/or learning environments.  Within this theme key 
research questions include: What is the role of the teacher/more knowledgeable other in orchestrating 
learning and how does this relate to collaboration and the knowledge of students? What is the role of 
assessment and evaluation in learning and how can technology play a role? From the point of view of the 
learner what is the relationship between higher-order skills and learning of a particular knowledge domain 
and what is the role of technology in this respect? How can we identify the current learning trajectory or a 
person? Would it be beneficial to make them aware of trajectory switches? …. [excerpt from STELLAR-Del. 
1.1] 
 
6. Contextualizing virtual learning environments and instrumentalising learning contexts  
As learning has become an integrative part of our life, and as it takes place in different 
learner communities, so the tools, resources and systems that are used need to be 
contextualized. The learning context is the "setting", in a broad sense, in which the learning 
occurs (see discussion page). It is continually created by people in interaction with others, 
with physical and digital objects, with their surroundings and with everyday tools. 
Complementarily, the interplay between formal and informal learning in formal and 
informal contexts has to be instrumentalized through the use of physical artifacts, mobile 
devices and the configuration of physical and virtual space, in order to create learning 
opportunities beyond the traditional institutional boundaries. Technologies for learning 
must be designed for culturally mediated settings, which include the co-design of 
technology and pedagogy for situated learning, simulated environments and support for 
mobility. Traditional classroom learning is founded on an illusion of context stability, by 
setting up a fixed location with common resources, a single teacher, and an agreed 
curriculum, which allows a semblance of common ground. But if these are removed, a 
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fundamental challenge is how to form islands of temporarily stable context to enable 
meaning making from the flow of everyday activity. Within this theme key research 
questions include: How can new forms of technology-enhanced learning enable novel 
experiences for learners and for development of human competences and capabilities? 
How can the mobility of the learner in distributed and multi environment learning settings 
be supported, to include the transition between a) real and virtual contexts b) informal and 
formal learning contexts? Which standards are needed to achieve interoperability and 
reusability of learning resources in this field? How can we harmonize the existing learning 
standards? … [excerpt from STELLAR-Del. 1.1] 
What is the expected output? 
Output of the mobility period must be a report able to provide evidence of the work done. This 
may take different forms, from a simple document, to some kind of blog or wiki, documenting how 
the topic of the proposal has been addressed and what kind of new 
ideas/prototypes/services/approaches have been incubated/generated/exploited.  
It is required that the report is produced by the early career researcher and supervised and 
validated by the host institution. Besides, it is highly recommended that such a report is used as a 
starting point for a new joint project proposal, or a co-authored publication, or some kind of  
learning materials/modules/lessons for the STELLAR Doctoral Academy.  
Budget 
Funds for Incubator scholarships will be devoted to junior researchers’ mobility, thus to travel and 
subsistence. The Incubator eligibility period may vary from 3 weeks to 3 months (to be proposed 
by the applicant). Each applicant should also specify how s/he is planning to use the budget 
(maximum budget available for each Incubator scholarship:  € 5.000). 
Eligible costs are: 
a) Costs for travel and subsistence related to the junior researcher’s mobility. These costs will 
be reimbursed after presentation of invoices. 
b) Other costs (such as for example those related to the participation of junior researchers at 
conferences, seminars, etc. which are related to the Incubator topic) may be reimbursed 
after presentation of invoices and after approval by the STELLAR Scientific Capacity 
Committee. 
Please, note that labor is not an eligible cost. 
Content of the proposal 
The proposals should follow the template (http://www.itd.cnr.it/download/incubator_form.doc), 
by specifying: 
1. Identification data of the Incubator (title, duration, contact information of both the junior 
researcher and the host institution, etc.) 
2. A brief summary (including the reason for the proposed Incubator, a concise description of 
the output/results, the innovative character and relevance in the field of TEL) 
3. A description of the Incubator (explaining the topic/idea/prototypes to be 
incubated/generated/exploited, especially the relation to one or more of the STELLAR 
Grand Challenges, the goals of the Incubator) 
4. Plan of the envisaged activities (agreed with the host institution)  
5. Budget (plan of costs). 
Selection procedure 
The present Call will be closed on January 2010, the 15
th
.  
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The selection will take place in January/February 2010 and will be managed by the STELLAR 
Scientific Capacity Committee. Each proposal will be evaluated by at least 2 reviewers (basic 
requirement for selecting the reviewers will be that of avoiding any conflict of interests between 
the Incubator participants and the reviewers themselves).  
The main evaluation criteria will include: 
- overall quality of the proposal 
- innovative character and relevance in the field of TEL 
- appropriateness of  budget applied for.  
At the end of February 2010 all the applicants will be acknowledged of the results of the 
evaluation process. The selected Incubators will be asked to start up by March 2010, the 1
st
. 
Monitoring and evaluation 
During the Incubators lifespan, the work carried out by each researcher will be monitored by the 
STELLAR Scientific Capacity Committee. 
As already mentioned, as far as the scientific work, a scientific report will be due at the end of the 
work, taking the form proposed by the applicant and supervised by the host institution. Besides, a 
financial report will be due.  
How to submit? 
Submissions, preferably in PDF format, have to follow the schema downloadable at: 
http://www.itd.cnr.it/download/incubator_form.doc 
Proposals should be submitted to CNR-ITD who has been appointed by the STELLAR Network to 
manage the overall Incubator Programme.  
 
 
Incubator proposals must be sent via email  
before January 2010, the 15
th
 to: 
incubator_call@itd.cnr.it  
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The STELLAR Network of Excellence 
INCUBATORS – FIRST CALL FOR PROPOSALS 
http://www.itd.cnr.it/page.php?ID=I_CALL&FlagSelected=en 
What is an “Incubator”? 
STELLAR is launching an Incubator Programme, aimed at supporting promising early 
career researchers with mobility or “incubation scholarships” to spend some months in 
another research institution or enterprise with the aim of either fostering the incubation of 
new ideas/projects, or exploiting new prototypes/services/approaches. 
Basic requirements for participation  
An Incubator must involve: 
• an early career researcher (not in his/her early PhD stages), who is interested in a 
topic/idea/prototype relevant in the field of TEL  
• a host institution, interested in the same topic/idea/prototype. 
It is a necessary condition that the host institution and /or the junior researcher are within 
STELLAR. 
The early career researcher is the applicant of the Call. The host institution must provide a 
letter of intent, declaring the willingness to host the applicant and working with him/her on 
the identified topic/idea/prototype. 
Relation to other STELLAR funding instruments 
It is possible (but not necessary) to combine an Incubator grant application with a Theme 
Team grant application.  
What are the topics? 
Incubators should contribute to accomplish the major goal of the STELLAR network: to 
unify the diverse TEL communities within and outside STELLAR, identify and advance 
emerging topics, methodologies and technologies in the field of TEL.  
Therefore Incubators should cover at least one of the three ”Grand Challenges” in TEL 
research, shaped by STELLAR as: 
1. Connecting learners 
2. Orchestrating learning  
3. Contextualizing virtual learning environments and instrumentalising learning contexts  
For more information about the STELLAR Grand Challenges, go to: 
http://www.itd.cnr.it/page.php?ID=I_CALL&FlagSelected=en  
What is the expected output? 
Output of the mobility period must be a report able to provide evidence of the work done. 
This may take different forms, from a simple document, to some kind of blog or wiki, 
documenting how the topic of the proposal has been addressed and 
 
 
 
The STELLAR Network of Excellence  
THEME TEAM – FIRST CALL FOR PROPOSALS 
http://www.itd.cnr.it/page.php?ID=TT_CALL&FlagSelected=en 
What is a “Theme Team”? 
A STELLAR Theme Team is a network of mid-career researchers from different 
institutions, whose aim is to explore and analyze collaboratively emerging research topics 
in the field of TEL. A Team may be a completely new network created around a specific 
topic of common interest, or composed of researchers who have already worked together on 
a certain issue. The mission of a Theme Team is to share and integrate competences, 
methodologies and ideas already developed. The Teams are a means to integrate European 
research units in the field of TEL, but also competences coming from enterprises and 
institutions not included in the STELLAR network. 
Who can participate in a Theme Team? 
The Theme Teams are intended to bring together mid-carrier researchers from inside and 
outside the STELLAR Network and to encourage information sharing and discussion 
amongst researchers who are interested in the same topics possibly from different 
perspective. Basic requirements for a Theme Team composition are the following:  
• a Theme Team must be composed of mid-career researchers (after their post doctoral 
studies) coming from 3-5 different institutions 
• at least one institution involved  must come from outside STELLAR (but more external 
institutions are welcome) 
• at least one of the institutions must be a STELLAR partner. 
The Theme Team will be managed and coordinated by a Theme Team Leader (the 
applicant of the Call).  
Relation to other STELLAR funding instruments 
It is possible (but not necessary) to combine a Theme Team grant application with an 
Incubator grant application.  
What are the topics? 
A Theme Team should contribute to accomplish the major goal of the STELLAR network: 
to unify the diverse TEL communities within and outside STELLAR, identify and advance 
emerging topics, methodologies and technologies in the field of TEL. Therefore Theme 
Teams should cover at least one of the three ”Grand Challenges” in TEL research, shaped 
by STELLAR as: 
1. Connecting learners 
2. Orchestrating learning  
3. Contextualizing virtual learning environments and instrumentalising learning contexts  
For more info about the STELLAR Grand Challenges, go to:   
http://www.itd.cnr.it/page.php?ID=TT_CALL&FlagSelected=en 
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What is the expected output? 
Each Theme Team is required to plan for some kind of concrete scientific output showing 
evidence of the created synergies/collaboration among the members.  
Specifically valued outputs include (but are not restricted to): a special issue journal, an 
edited book, a workshop at an international conference with concrete outputs (e.g., 
proceedings),  co-authored articles, learning and training materials/modules/lessons for the 
STELLAR Doctoral Academy or for enterprises, a project proposal, etc.  
Budget 
Within this first round of funding (the present Call), up to 4 Theme Teams will be funded 
(the expected budget of each proposed Theme Team being around  € 20.000). The Theme 
Team eligibility period is 12 months.  Each applicant should specify how the group is 
planning to use the budget. Eligible costs are: 
a) Costs for organization of events (e.g. workshops, meetings, seminars, visits) which may 
include attendees travel, attendees subsistence, event catering, venue hire, guest 
speakers fees, event marketing, event documents, etc. These costs will be reimbursed 
after presentation of invoices. 
b) Costs related to the production of concrete outputs that may include books, proceedings, 
other products for result dissemination, creation of products or service which are 
intended to go beyond the Theme Team life span, etc. (see section “What is the 
expected output?”). These costs will be reimbursed after presentation of invoices and 
approval by the STELLAR Scientific Capacity Committee. 
Please, note that labor is not an eligible cost. 
Selection procedure 
The present Call will be closed on January 2010, the 15th.  The selection will take place in 
January/February 2010 and will be managed by the STELLAR Scientific Capacity 
Committee. Each proposal will be evaluated by at least 2 reviewers (basic requirement for 
selecting the reviewers will be that of avoiding any conflict of interests between the Theme 
Team participants and the reviewers themselves). The main evaluation criteria will include: 
overall quality of the proposal, innovative and interdisciplinary character and relevance in 
the field of TEL, type of the expected output and kind of synergies it will 
create/consolidate, Team composition (interdisciplinarity, level of expertise on the topic, 
balance between inside and outside STELLAR partners, etc.), appropriateness of the budget 
applied for, feasibility of the plan for the envisioned scientific output and potential impact 
of the output,  management and monitoring plan. By the end of February 2010 all the 
applicants will be acknowledged of the results of the evaluation process. The selected 
Theme Teams will be asked to start up by March 2010, the 1st. 
How to submit? 
Submissions, preferably in PDF format, have to follow the schema provided at: 
http://www.itd.cnr.it/download/theme_team_form.doc   
Proposals should be submitted to CNR-ITD, who has been appointed by the STELLAR 
Network to manage the overall Theme Teams process.  
Theme Team proposals must be sent via email before January 2010, the 15th to: 
themeteam_call@itd.cnr.it 
 
what kind of new ideas/prototypes/services/approaches have been incubated/ generated/ 
exploited.  
It is required that the report is produced by the early career researcher and supervised and 
validated by the host institution.  
Besides, it is highly recommended that such a report is used as a starting point for a new 
joint project proposal, or a co-authored publication, or some kind of  learning 
materials/modules/lessons for the STELLAR Doctoral Academy.  
Budget 
Funds for Incubator scholarships will be devoted to junior researchers’ mobility, thus to 
travel and subsistence. The Incubator eligibility period may vary from 3 weeks to 3 months 
(to be proposed by the applicant). Each applicant should also specify how s/he is planning 
to use the budget (maximum budget available for each Incubator scholarship:  € 5.000). 
Eligible costs are: 
c) Costs for travel and subsistence related to the junior researcher’s mobility. These costs 
will be reimbursed after presentation of invoices. 
d) Other costs (such as for example those related to the participation of junior researchers 
at conferences, seminars, etc. which are related to the Incubator topic) may be 
reimbursed after presentation of invoices and after approval by the STELLAR 
Scientific Capacity Committee. 
Please, note that labor is not an eligible cost. 
Selection procedure 
The present Call will be closed on January 2010, the 15th.  
The selection will take place in January/February 2010 and will be managed by the 
STELLAR Scientific Capacity Committee. Each proposal will be evaluated by at least 2 
reviewers (basic requirement for selecting the reviewers will be that of avoiding any 
conflict of interests between the Incubator participants and the reviewers themselves).  
The main evaluation criteria will include: overall quality of the proposal, innovative 
character and relevance in the field of TEL, appropriateness  of the budget applied for.  
By the end of February 2010 all the applicants will be acknowledged of the results of the 
evaluation process. The selected Incubators will be asked to start up by March 2010, the 
1st. 
How to submit? 
Submissions, preferably in PDF format, have to follow the schema downloadable at: 
http://www.itd.cnr.it/download/incubator_form.doc 
Proposals should be submitted to CNR-ITD, who has been appointed by the STELLAR 
Network to manage the overall Incubator Programme.  
Incubator proposals must be sent via email  
before January 2010, the 15th to: 
incubator_call@itd.cnr.it    
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Application form 
STELLAR Theme Teams 
 
Deadline 15/01/2010 
 
For official use only   Reference number :   
 
Acronym 
(if any) 
 
Theme Team 
Title 
 
 
Linked with the 
following 
Incubator 
proposal  
(if applicable) 
 
 
 
Table of members 
Member 
number 
Name of the researcher  Country Legal name of institution Type  
M1 Theme 
Team Leader  
    
M2      
M3     
M4     
M5     
 
Member 1 (Theme Team Leader) 
Full legal name of 
the institution  
 
Short name / acronym   
Address  Street 
number 
 
Postcode  City  Country   
Legal Status  For profit  Not for profit 
 
Title of the 
researcher (Theme 
Team responsible) 
   Family name   
First name     Male  
Female 
Department    
Position    
Address  Street 
number 
 
Postcode   City    
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Country  
Telephone 1  Telephone 2  
Mobile  Fax  
Contact Email  Website  
General description of the research activity carried out by the researcher: [max. 250 words] scope of 
work, areas of specific expertise and competence in relation to the Theme Team proposed  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Member 2 
Full legal name of 
the institution  
 
Short name / acronym   
Address  Street 
number 
 
Postcode  City  Country   
Legal Status  For profit  Not for profit 
 
Title of the 
researcher  
   Family name   
First name     Male  
Female 
Department    
Position    
Address  Street 
number 
 
Postcode   City    
Country  
Telephone 1  Telephone 2  
Mobile  Fax  
Contact Email  Website  
General description of the research activity carried out by the researcher: [max. 250 words] scope of 
work, areas of specific expertise and competence in relation to the Theme Team proposed  
 
 
 
Member 3 
Full legal name of 
the institution  
 
Short name / acronym   
Address  Street 
number 
 
Postcode  City  Country   
Legal Status  For profit  Not for profit 
 
Title of the 
researcher  
   Family name   
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First name     Male  
Female 
Department    
Position    
Address  Street 
number 
 
Postcode   City    
Country  
Telephone 1  Telephone 2  
Mobile  Fax  
Contact Email  Website  
General description of the research activity carried out by the researcher: [max. 250 words] scope of 
work, areas of specific expertise and competence in relation to the Theme Team proposed  
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Member 4 
Full legal name of 
the institution  
 
Short name / acronym   
Address  Street 
number 
 
Postcode  City  Country   
Legal Status  For profit  Not for profit 
 
Title of the 
researcher  
   Family name   
First name     Male  
Female 
Department    
Position    
Address  Street 
number 
 
Postcode   City    
Country  
Telephone 1  Telephone 2  
Mobile  Fax  
Contact Email  Website  
General description of the research activity carried out by the researcher: [max. 250 words] scope of 
work, areas of specific expertise and competence in relation to the Theme Team proposed  
 
 
 
Member 5 
Full legal name of 
the institution  
 
Short name / acronym   
Address  Street 
number 
 
Postcode  City  Country   
Legal Status  For profit  Not for profit 
 
Title of the 
researcher  
   Family name   
First name     Male  
Female 
Department    
Position    
Address  Street 
number 
 
Postcode   City    
Country  
Telephone 1  Telephone 2  
Mobile  Fax  
Contact Email  Website  
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General description of the research activity carried out by the researcher: [max. 250 words] scope of 
work, areas of specific expertise and competence in relation to the Theme Team proposed  
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A brief summary [max. 250 words]  
Give the reason for the proposed Theme Team, a concise description of the output/results, the innovative 
character and relevance in the field of TEL. 
 
 
 
 
 
A description of the Theme Team [max. 500 words] 
Explain the topic, especially the relation to one or more of the STELLAR Grand Challenges, the goals of the 
Theme Team, as well as the way the Team is expected to contribute to integrate different TEL research 
communities in Europe and beyond. 
 
 
 
 
A description of the envisaged output [max. 500 words] 
Describe the type of output, the kind of synergies it is expected to create/consolidate, etc. 
 
 
 
 
Organization of the work towards the output [max. 500 words] 
Give a plan of activities, specifying the time schedule as well.   
 
 
 
 
Dissemination/Transfer plan  [max. 250 words] 
Describe the plan for disseminating/transferring the output/results. 
 
 
 
 
 
Management and Monitoring [max. 250 words] 
Describe how the Theme Team Leader will manage the Team (website, etc.) and the concrete instruments 
used for monitoring the work.  
 
 
 
 
Budget  
Provide a tentative budget, by specifying the costs you envisage in relation to travel and subsistence of the 
events you are planning, as well as other costs (if any) related to the production of the output.  
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Application form 
STELLAR Incubator 
 
Deadline 15/01/2010 
 
For official use only   Reference number :   
 
Acronym 
(if any) 
 Proposed 
duration 
  
Incubator Title  
 
Linked with the 
following Theme 
Team proposal  
(if applicable) 
 
 
 
Junior researcher (Applicant) 
Title of the 
researcher 
   Family name   
First name     Male  
Female 
Department    
Position    
Address  Street number  
Postcode   City    
Country  
Telephone 1  Telephone 2  
Mobile  Fax  
Contact Email  Website  
Full legal name of 
the institution 
where the applicant 
is working 
 
Short name / acronym   
Address  
Postcode  
Legal Status  For profit  Not for profit 
 
General description of the research activity carried out by the junior researcher at her/his institution: 
[max. 250 words] scope of work, areas of specific expertise and competence in relation to the Incubator 
proposed  
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Host institution  
Full legal name of 
the institution 
 
Short name / acronym   
Address  Street 
number 
 
Postcode  City  Country   
Legal Status  For profit  Not for profit 
 
Title of the person 
in charge of the 
Incubator 
   Family name   
First name     Male  
Female 
Department    
Position    
Address  Street number  
Postcode   City    
Country  
Telephone 1  Telephone 2  
Mobile  Fax  
Contact Email  Website  
General description of the research activity carried out by the person in charge of the Incubator: [max. 
250 words] scope of work, areas of specific expertise and competence in relation to the Incubator proposed 
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A brief summary [max. 250 words]  
Give the reason for the proposed Incubator, a concise description of the output/results, the innovative character 
and relevance in the field of TEL. 
 
 
 
 
 
A description of the Incubator [max. 500 words] 
Explain the topic/idea/prototypes to be incubated/generated/exploited, especially in relation to one or more of 
the STELLAR Grand Challenges, as well as the goals of the Incubator. 
 
 
 
 
 
Organization of the work towards the output [max. 500 words] 
Give a plan of activities agreed with the host institution, specifying the time schedule as well.  
 
 
 
 
 
Monitoring [max. 250 words] 
Describe the concrete instruments used for monitoring the work.  
 
 
 
 
 
Budget  
Provide a tentative budget, by specifying the costs you envisage in relation to travel and subsistence, as well 
as other costs (if any) (for example related to the registration at conferences or events). 
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THEME TEAM 1 - Mobile learning with disadvantaged learners 
Early school leavers, school drop outs or at risk learners, who otherwise are difficult to 
reach, can be reached with mobile learning technologies. Many of them do not have access 
to Information and Communication Technologies such as the Internet but almost all of them 
have access to mobile phones. In the past few years several initiatives and trends can be 
noted that make this topic of high relevance: 
• the development of a specific habitus for learning and media use in different socio-cultural 
milieus with attendant levels of risk adversity, the emergence of so-called 'at-risk learners' 
who are at a (growing) distance to education in formal settings and/or society (see e.g. 
Pachler, Bachmair and Cook, 2010) 
• an open source movement in mobile learning applications for social impact and change has 
emerged e.g. open mobile consortium 
• the topic appears at international conferences such as the Workshop "Digital Technologies 
and Marginalised Youth: Reducing the GAP" at the IDC conference in Como in the summer 
2009 
• past EU projects such as the "mlearning project" that aimed at fostering the inclusion of 
marginalised young people or 
• the current EU project “ComeIn - Online Mobile Communities to Facilitate the Social 
Inclusion of Young Marginalised People”. 
The Theme Team brings together researchers from different disciplines who are currently 
involved in projects and research activities that focus on disadvantaged and at-risk learners 
and mobile learning. The shared research question by the Team is to explore innovative 
applications of mobile learning as well as related pedagogical approaches for marginalised 
young people that might be transferred to other contexts. To investigate this issue the 
proposal is for workshops to be organised with the aim of exploring relevant issues in-depth 
and from a multi-disciplinary perspective and on-site visits to analyse the transferability of 
successful mobile learning practices and to publish the results and outcomes e.g. in the form 
of a peer-reviewed journal article as well as to aim to develop a proposal for a funded 
research project. 
 
THEME TEAM 2 - SRLinTELEs - Self-regulated learning in technology enhanced learning 
environments 
Political and economic pressures have created a strong motive for transforming the 
experience of teaching and learning. New technologies offer an infrastructure within which 
this can be made to happen. Using these new technologies effectively requires self-regulated 
learning (SRL); on the other hand, technology enhanced learning environments (TELEs) have 
also shown the potential to foster the development of SRL. It is therefore highly desirable to 
study SRL in TELEs within the framework of the STELLAR Grand Challenges. 
Issues related to SRL in TELEs will be explored in the Theme Team and discussed with other 
researchers, educators and politicians at an international conference to take place in 
Cologne / Germany. Conference results will be made available as an edited book and on the 
STELLAR Open Archive. The main results of the Theme Team will also be disseminated and 
discussed at international conferences and with STELLAR members by presenting them at 
one or more of the following STELLAR initiatives: the Alpine Rendez-Vous, the STELLAR 
Winter-School, the STELLAR Summer-School and through the TEL-Europe portal. A website 
with the results will remain open for comments from other researchers, as basis for future 
works. 
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The relationship between SRL and TELE is a new field of inquiry which has produced 
interesting results, showing the potential to provide innovative solutions to the need for SRL 
development in TEL. 
 
THEME TEAM 3 - Synchronous computer-based communication tools – advances and 
challenges 
Tools for synchronous computer-mediated communication are widely used in TEL. Issues 
evolving around synchronous computer mediated communication that are highly relevant to 
two of the Grand Challenges targeted by STELLAR will be addressed by the current Theme 
Team: (1) the design of these technologies for collaboration, knowledge sharing and 
exchange, and formal as well as informal learning and (2) the when and how of their 
implementation by teachers and moderators. While the first issue provides solutions to the 
first challenge – connecting learners – the second issue is relevant for orchestrating learning. 
The Theme Team will include researchers contributing a background in communication, 
education, computer science, and psychology as well as practitioners. Hence, it will apply an 
interdisciplinary approach and spend a great deal of attention to the practical relevance and 
the transfer of knowledge. The Theme Team will hold a mid-size highly interactive 
conference that will bring together researchers from different fields and practices. To 
maximize the long-term output of the conference, room will be provided to build contacts 
and cooperation between the participants. The results of the conference will be published in 
summary articles in popular science magazines. Moreover, an edited book including chapters 
from the presenters and other invited chapter contributions will be published. 
The unique contribution of this Theme Team is its interdisciplinary and transfer-focussed 
approach to advances in the application of synchronous computer-mediated communication 
in TEL. Solutions to recent challenges in its application and its integration in the 
orchestration of technologies will be put forward. 
 
THEME TEAM 4 - NTEL - Neuroscience, Technology and the Enhancement of Learning 
Burgeoning insights in the sciences of mind and brain are generating fresh perspectives on 
education. The impact of such insights may be greatest where another force for change, 
technology, is already transforming learning. However, to date, little work has focused 
specifically on the potential of the neurosciences to inform the design and use of technology 
in education. The role of brain science in understanding developmental disorders is now 
well-established but, since all learning possesses biological substrates, there is a strong 
justification for the potential importance of neurobiological perspectives within educational 
contexts in general. Recent advances include improved understanding of attention, memory, 
meaning, gender differences, creativity, language acquisition, mathematical development, 
motivation and many other areas of direct relevance to learning with technology.  
Neuroscience and educational technology are two rapidly developing fields of enterprise 
and, at their confluence, there is now a rapidly increasing need for innovative the rising and 
the development of improved research capacity. The proposed theme team aims to meet 
this need. 
 
THEME TEAM 5 - DEvELOPmEnT - Picturing a 360o Digital Learning Framework centred on 
e-Competencies to facilitate Lifelong Open Education 
Openness is an opportunity. And the Web makes it a concrete one. Open Content, Open 
Technology, Open Education mainstreams are tremendous opportunities for a sustainable 
development of the Knowledge Society. 
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However, open education scenarios we imagine and experiment to promote lifelong learning 
approaches are often seen more as a puzzle than a sense-making picture.  
The underlying idea of this theme team is that e-competencies are crucial to improve the 
effectiveness of everyone’s' online learning experience. However, in order to set up a 
context favourable to open lifelong and lifewide learning, e-competencies need to be framed 
within a “360° Digital Learning Framework” picture accounting for other important elements 
of the socio-technical learning system. 
The theme team’s objective is twofold: 
1) to provide a Global e-Competencies Picture of the 21st century digital literacy. 
2) to adapt the current “360° Digital Framework model” (Peña-López, 2009b) into a “360° 
Digital Learning Framework model”, which will be centred on e-competencies, to 
characterize effective Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) experiences. 
The theme team will therefore provide contributions to this TEL-related question: Which 
conditions hinging on e-Competencies contribute to guarantee richer and more effective 
lifelong learning experiences? 
Theme team keywords: Sustainable learning, lifelong learning, informal learning, e-
competencies, e-skills, digital skills, learning 21, 21st century skills, 360o Digital Framework, 
Open Education. 
 
THEME TEAM 6 – WIDER-Cool Data - Widening visibility and Re-use of Collaboration 
analysis Tools and sharable Datasets for researchers and teacher trainers 
The Theme Team will create common ground by · developing and documenting 
methodology to facilitate collaboration among its members · sharing theoretical concepts 
underlying the design of collaboration analysis tools proposed by its members (e.g. Samsa, 
KSV, Calico tools) 
The Team’s main goals are (1) to consider what objects may foster multivocal dialogue 
among its members in the first instance, as a basis for wider application to plurisciplinary 
research; (2) to widen the availability and visibility of collaboration analysis tools and 
datasets. 
As the most important of 4 outcomes, we will produce a review of collaboration analysis 
theories and tools, strengths, weaknesses, application areas and ethical implications for 
publication in a journal. 
Recent workshops (ICLS’2008, CSCL’2009 and Alpine Rendez-Vous) illustrated how fruitful 
collaboration between diverse theoretical and methodological traditions can be. 
Researchers with a mutual interest in designing for collaborative learning showed how cross-
disciplinary discourse can drive progress. These workshops focused on analysing shared 
datasets, through particular boundary objects such as “pivotal moments” allowing for 
differing understandings of such moments. This approach recognizes the multivocality of the 
Learning Sciences and realizes that theoretical and methodological unification is neither 
possible nor desirable. However, in the analysis of learning in and through interaction, 
learning scientists would benefit from an improved conceptualisation of these boundary 
objects. The question at hand is what constitutes effective boundary objects and how they 
may be leveraged. Widening re-use of collaboration analysis tools and learning interaction 
datasets in the research 
community should support Multivocality and boundary objects leveraging. 
 
THEME TEAM 7 - Orchestrating Technology-Enhanced Learning in Future Learning Spaces 
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The Theme Team gathers expertise in research, development, and assessment to generate 
knowledge on pedagogical interventions to successfully orchestrate learning in future 
learning spaces. 
The Theme Team will produce the following results: 
- Identification of roles and relationships of participants and tools involved in different 
learning contexts: physical, distributed, formal and informal 
- Definition of a systematic theoretical framework for orchestrating learning in different 
settings, drawing on emerging topics in situated/collaborative/mobile learning and 
distributed/situated cognition, including a review of innovative pedagogies 
- Analyses of how existing technologies could support practitioners and more knowledgeable 
others in orchestrating learning, resulting in a taxonomy of tools to support practical 
implementation and assessment of orchestrated learning. 
The Theme Team will define an agenda to initiate and expand scholarship and research on 
“orchestrating learning,” leading to the following outputs: 
- A white paper and online resource for collecting empirical studies of orchestrated learning 
- A conference symposium proposal 
- An outline of a special journal issue to be published in 2011 
It is anticipated that natural by-products of this collaboration (beyond the current grant 
cycle) will include grant proposals to funding agencies in the US, UK, and EU, and a 
coordinated research and teaching network for wider dissemination amongst practitioners 
and doctoral students. 
The Theme Team gathers experts from diverse theoretical, institutional, and geographical 
domains that have impressive records of empirical research for mid-career researchers. The 
formation of the Theme Team will leverage this synergy to make significant contributions to 
TEL on a global scale. 
 
THEME TEAM 8 – DILEAS - Digital Learning in Analogical Schools. Pedagogical and 
Organizational 
Dimensions of Technology Enhanced Learning 
Many of today’s schools, regardless of proposals for deep change in schooling, function as 
they did a century ago. In this fast-changing world, where knowledge and how to acquire it is 
an ever-moving target, developing the skills that children will need to be part of tomorrow’s 
society requires redesigning not only what we teach, but also how and why we teach it. 
DILEAS will investigate what impedes schools from using ICT to its full, ground-breaking 
potential to become sites of 21st century learning. The investigation will consider the 'logic' 
behind available technology and the 'logic' of schools, ultimately publishing guidelines on 
how to make TEL a truly innovative, integral part of tomorrow's classrooms. By looking not 
only at the potential of technology to improve learning, but also at the real needs and 
obstacles that affect ICT adaptation in schools, this proposal hopes to make visible the gap 
between policy and practice, innovation and implementation. In doing so, it will unite the 
many discussions on TEL (among educators, politicians, school administrators, pedagogy 
experts, etc.) in an effort to create awareness among stakeholders of existing obstacles and 
make them better-equipped to address them. This critical look at schools addresses the 
dissonance between formal and informal learning. Students are experimenting with and 
mastering technology in diverse, informal learning environments, even while these skills and 
competencies do not have a place in today's analogical schools. DILEAS will encourage 
dialogue among formal and informal learning in order to make real change. 
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THEME TEAM 9 – OMUL - Orchestrating Mobile and Ubiquitous Learning 
Teaching mobile learners carrying handheld communication or computing devices means 
any location, situation or context can become a learning setting. The challenge of planning 
for learning that now involves a multiplicity of resources, of devices and of agents (co-
learners, knowledgeable others, teachers or trainers, including digital agents) is cited 
centrally within the STELLAR Grand Challenge of orchestrating learning. Teachers, parents 
and ‘knowledgeable others’ are currently challenged as to how to design learning activities 
that support innovative practices using mobile technologies. We aim to work with the 
international mobile learning community via TELEurope and IAMLEarn to develop, debate 
and disseminate a pedagogy of mobile learning that maximises the potential teaching 
opportunities that arise from the current digital culture of children, young people and 
maturer, even lifelong, students. Anticipated outcomes include: 
• Theme team website 
• Series of three seminar discussion workshops with associated working papers of 
publishable quality that will form the under pinning theory and practice for an 
innovative educational design framework that embraces the new mobile 
technologies. 
• Integration of Stellar NoE with the international mobile learning community via the 
TelEurope, TeLearn, Handheld Learning and International Association of Mobile 
Learning websites and contributing to their associated databases of research projects 
and repositories 
• Edited book “Teaching mobile learners” 
 
THEME TEAM 10 – MUPPLE Mashup Personal Learning Environments 
In the last years the discussion about electronic learning environments has changed 
fundamentally. Based on the advancement of personal publishing tools and social software 
the barriers have been lifted to participate in discussions and to build an individual 
professional identity on the web. As a side effect, this has also influenced the discussion 
about learning environments in technology enhanced learning. While the improvement of 
institutional learning management systems was some years ago still the state-of-the art in 
recent times this discussion has been expanded towards an individual perspective on 
learning platforms called ‘personal learning environments’ (PLE). Technically, this shift has 
been accompanied by new (‘mash-up’) technologies that empower end-users to actively 
build, modify, and maintain their environments. This discussion has developed into an 
interdisciplinary topic and has involved experts from several disciplines. The theme team will 
continue work of the last two years and will expand and integrate different strands and 
perspectives identified. For this purpose the team will organize several events and publish 
results in different formats during the funding period. 
 
THEME TEAM 11 – TEFAL4Learning  - Technology-enhanced formative assessment and 
evaluation for lifewide learning 
Today, learning is done collaboratively in learner networks, formal learning is combined with 
workplace learning and learners get access to personal learning environments adapted to 
their needs and preferences. Until now, the TEL community has not explicitly paid attention 
to the topic of formative assessment including feedback, which is a mean to enhance 
learners motivation and knowledge construction (e.g., by self-assessment), and evaluation of 
the learners environment. In addition, novel situated learning scenarios based on new 
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innovative services, technologies, the use of mobile devices, and serious games provide new 
possibilities for formative assessment. 
The aim of the TEFAL4Learning is to promote formative assessment and evaluation as a 
component for extending existing or new technology-enhanced learning approaches to 
enhance knowledge construction on the one hand and to provide valuable information for 
the adaptation of the personal learning environments on the other hand. This objective is 
tackled by organizing a workshop TEFAL4Learning at the ECTEL 2010 in order to integrate 
available competencies, methodologies, and ideas already developed and to identify new 
R&D challenges for the future. Invited experts from different disciplines will support 
TEFAL4Learning by sharing their expertise at the workshop and by forming a senior advisory 
board. The results are workshop proceedings including a summary of the discussions, an 
open group and regularly postings on the TELEUROPE site, joint publications, and a special 
issue in a journal related to this topic. The mid-term goal of the Theme Team is to work out a 
set of research questions and a research roadmap that will be the basis for including 
formative assessment/evaluation as a research aspect in future European TEL projects. 
 
THEME TEAM 12 - MUPEMURE - Multiple Perspectives on Multiple Representations 
Our understanding of the exact sciences, such as mathematics, physics, biology etc., and 
phenomena and topics such as statistics, photosynthesis, the water cycle, etc. is strongly 
evoked and guided by how these topics are graphically or textually represented in text books 
or online environments. To foster active elaboration of science topics juxtaposing multiple 
representations is not enough. Beyond current multimedia learning research, the 
MUPEMURE Theme Team investigates how learners can be facilitated to actively share, 
process and acquire multiple perspectives on multiple representations of mathematical and 
science topics. We combine latest technology for creating, modifying, and sharing 
representations in CSCL scenarios with group awareness and scripting approaches. 
The technological advances include intelligent tools that can cluster and analyze components 
of multiple representations and provide feedback adapted to learners’ advancing knowledge 
(awareness approach). Moreover, MUPEMURE investigates approaches to guide learners to 
construct, compare, and follow-up on peers’ multiple knowledge representations (scripting 
approach). Sharing multiple perspectives on multiple representations (MUPEMURE) can 
affect the course and type of learners’ reasoning by disambiguating discourse, fostering self-
explanation and elaboration, and by strengthening a shared task focus. 
MUPEMURE aims to attain empirical results focusing on processes of actively working with 
and elaborating on multiple 
representations with latest technology in mash-up environments as well as focusing on 
learning outcomes including multi-perspective knowledge. The output of the Theme Team 
will be at least one symposium at an international conference such as CSCL and following up 
on that a special issue in an ISI-journal such as JLI. 
 
THEME TEAM 13 – SCALAR Supporting Collaborative and Agile Learning Activity acRoss 
contexts 
An important characteristic of learning in the future classroom is the use of multimodal 
content and open source applications 
designed for interfaces and systems that are ubiquitous and mobile. This trend of 
convergence means that learning activities using digital knowledge representations may be 
designed for laptop screens, mobile phones, multi-touch surfaces, and interactive 
whiteboards, among other interfaces. Therefore, research is needed to develop and model 
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the agile design of contextual and malleable knowledge representations and pedagogical 
activities that can support conceptual learning, collaboration, and a level of coherence 
across multi-faceted technologies and sites. Semi-formal learning sites like museums and 
science centres are important for research in this regard because such settings facilitate 
other modes of experience, co-creation and collaboration, with the potential for more 
creative and innovative learning processes. 
SCALAR is innovative in its interdisciplinary organization, bringing humanist, learning, and 
design perspectives to the investigation of technology enhanced learning as an expanded 
field. Representing knowledge in different media, in different contexts and in different levels 
of interaction pose unique learning design challenges that will be explored through various 
research cases and questions: Does the study of phenomena in different contexts and forms 
of interaction increase conceptual understanding? Does variation in social and cultural 
arenas foster engagement? How can multiple representation types adapted across platforms 
and interfaces meet a broader range of individual pedagogical needs? These questions, 
among others, will be explored through a workshop and SCALAR contributions to an 
international seminar to be held in Oslo in fall, 2010, which will be edited for an issue of the 
Nordic Journal of Digital Literacy, also to be published in 2010. 
 
THEME TEAM 14 – DUET Dual Eye-Tracking 
The DUET Theme Team proposes to establish a common theoretical and methodological 
framework for dual eye-tracking research. This new field of research was pioneered by the 
members of DUET and now requires coordination to reach maturity and deploy its full 
potential. Dual eye tracking opens the way for adaptive collaboration support based on 
signal level multimodal data. The long term aims of our work are to 1) understand from low 
level behavioural traces (gaze fixations last from 100 ms to 1 second) how coordination and 
collaboration work in productive learning episodes and 2) use this knowledge to provide 
adaptive feedback to collaborators. 
Through the DUET activities, we want to coordinate our current research agendas to 
produce a common methodology to capture, analyse and share experimental data as well as 
to develop a set of concepts to describe how dyadic gaze data relates to socio-cognitive 
mechanisms. Our efforts in this direction will be shared with a larger audience through the 
organisation of a workshop in an international conference, the publication of a special issue 
on the topic, and the constitution of an open data-sharing environment. 
 
THEME TEAM 15 – COMON Contextualised and Mobile Learning Theme Team 
The theme team Contextual and Mobile Learning (COMON) identifies joint research 
challenges and defines a common research roadmap for mobile and contextualised learning 
in formal, non-formal and informal learning settings. The theme team focuses on the 
integration of novel context-aware and mobile systems, educational and knowledge 
management services with educational approaches for supporting ubiquitous learning 
processes within and across contexts. This focus requires tighter collaboration within a 
theme team, because the role of context for learning has become increasingly relevant for 
lifelong learning because of the wide availability of mobile and ubiquitous technologies, but 
has not been deliberately considered by previous research. The road mapping will be used to 
structure and intensify the cooperation and collaboration of the research conducted by the 
COMON team members. Through this road mapping the COMON theme team helps 
emphasising and initiating targeted interdisciplinary research on orchestrating and 
contextualising learning through mobile devices and smart environments. 
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THEME TEAM 16 – EyeTrackUsability: Improving the Usability of Technology Enhanced 
Learning Tools Based on Eye Tracking 
Due to the large technological developments in TEL, there is a large need, but also a 
potential for improving usability. The 
aim of a user-centered approach is to improve the ease of handling the eLearning tool for 
every user. The author usually has a 
comprehensive knowledge of the structure of the software as well as of the content, but the 
user lacks this knowledge, and the author 
usually has no idea about the misconceptions different users have about how to deal with 
the tool. Very frequently, with respect to the 
visual presentation of the tool, there is informational overload. Eye tracking is an excellent 
measure for analyzing the visual processes of the user; however the interpretation of this 
measure is ambiguous, in so far as a frequent and long inspection of a visual detail can be 
either the result of positive salience and attraction, or of failure and unsuccessful processing. 
For disambiguating eye tracking data appropriately, it is necessary to take into account other 
user data (like mouse movements, verbal reports, logfiles, emotional reactions, 
questionnaires and interviews) and to combine them in a coherent interpretation. 
Outputs/Results: Bringing together European researchers who combine eye tracking with 
other usability measurements for 
presenting and exchanging ideas in a conference, open also to other participants. 
A special website will be set up and continously kept up to date. Finally, the results of the 
work will be published in a special issue of a professional journal. Innovation/Relevance: 
New methodology for usability optimization and therefore quality improvement in TEL. 
 
THEME TEAM 17 - EXPLODE: Exploiting Patterns for Learning Orchestration and Design - 
Patterns, templates and scripts for learning scenarios design and orchestration 
Designing technology for learning is an incredibly complex task. It requires the tight 
integration of state-of-the-art knowledge in 
computer science, HCI, pedagogy, psychology, and curricular subject domains. Consequently, 
even where niches of successful 
practices exist, it is often hard to scale and expand them systematically. Several 
methodological frameworks have been proposed in 
recent years to address this challenge, but they often remain rooted in a narrow discipline or 
small group. 
This team aims to bring together practitioners, researchers in Computer Science, Education 
and Cognitive Sciences who have played 
a leading role in such efforts, to engender a comprehensive and productive design-level 
conversation across the TEL community. 
Each partner has led some studies, experiments, and publications on learning patterns and 
orchestrating learning. They have the 
impetus to synthesize these different results and to bring to the foreground relevant and 
innovative issues, especially in the field of 
teacher training. Three main challenges are identified: 
1. Epistemological taxonomy: a map of the various approaches and methodological 
constructs. 
2. Scientific rigour: criteria for scientifically valid processes and forms of expression. 
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3. Pragmatics: documented procedures for practitioners to benefit from the outputs of the 
research community. 
To address these challenges, the team will: 
1. Conduct team meetings and bilateral visits to elicit convergences or differences in terms 
of theorical background, theorical model, 
methodological approaches, formalization pattern and typology. 
2. Compile critical and functional reviews of the state of the art in the field, bringing together 
the previous and ongoing work of the 
team members as well as other researchers in the field. 
3. Facilitate a discussion of the emerging issues through an active collaborative website and 
local engagement activities (e.g. 
seminars, training sessions). 
 
THEME TEAM 18 – Adaptive and Dynamic Support in Technology-enhanced Exploratory 
and Inquiry Learning Environments 
Technology-enhanced learning environments acquire an important role in today's Science, 
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) classrooms. A growing number of TEL 
environments for exploratory and inquiry learning are designed to support students 
understanding of STEM domains. Teachers as well as learners are challenged to monitor and 
evaluate their learning process in these often complex and data-rich environments. This is a 
difficult process and therefore most environments incorporate various scaffolds to assist 
teachers  efforts and scaffold students  learning process. Finding the optimal match between 
student characteristics, context and the required support is a major challenge of the TEL 
community. Classroom integration of such environments, as well as evaluation of their 
effectiveness is another. Advanced techniques like real-time analysis and visualisation of log-
file data in combination with artificial intelligence techniques are being used to address 
some of these challenges and take into account students  and teachers  need for support. 
However, the lack of a suitable theoretical framework with respect to adaptive scaffolds not 
only hinders the development and the effective integration of such systems but also the 
evaluation. Accordingly, the theme team will produce: 
• A best practices workshop on the theory, design and implementation of support for 
learners and teachers in exploratory STEM environments, 
• A critical analysis of the state-of-the-art informed by a) the workshop discussions and 
b) a detailed survey that explores the overlap between the TEL and AIED 
communities in the area of adaptive scaffolding. 
• A special issue in a leading journal drawing on the outcomes of a number of ongoing 
empirical studies. 
 
THEME TEAM 19 - Temporal analyses of multiple data streams: Challenges and methods 
A group of researchers who were introduced via Stellar events recognized a common 
problem, analyzing multiple data streams from TEL activities from a temporal perspective. 
Driven by situated and socio-cognitive learning perspectives, recent studies of technology-
enhanced learning have involved concurrent collection of multiple types of data (e.g., 
computer activity logs and chats, discourse and gesture) or multi-dimensional coding, 
resulting in related data streams. These data streams highlight the dynamic nature of 
learning and require analyses that employ temporal lenses. Such analyses can reveal how 
these phenomena (e.g., utterances, gazes, gestures) co-occur, interact, facilitate and reflect 
learning. Furthermore, these analyses can show how these processes dynamically affect one 
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another over time. Integrated analyses of multiple data streams can reveal dynamic 
relationships and support the development of theory and design principles of technology-
enhanced learning, especially within adaptive learning environments (Azevedo, 2008). 
Convening a small group to begin discussion and collaboration provides a mechanism to 
begin collecting best practices/solutions to which the larger community can draw, respond, 
and elaborate. Therefore the goal of this project is to bring together ideas, methods, and 
researchers around the challenge of analyzing interacting data streams. The team will 
achieve this goal by conducting collaborative work, disseminating the results at a workshop 
in an international conference, offering a doctoral course, and publishing a special issue; 
dissemination serves to connect researchers among and beyond the theme team who are 
working on similar projects. 
 
THEME TEAM 20 - DATATEL - A Data Set Framework for Recommender Systems in 
Technology Enhanced Learning 
Personalisation is a key approach to overcome the plethora of information in the Knowledge 
Society. It is expected that personalised learning has the potential to reduce delivery costs, 
create more effective learning environments and experiences, accelerate time to 
competence development, and increases collaboration between learners. One of the 
promising technologies to support people to find most suitable information and peer 
learners are recommender systems. 
Recommender systems are increasingly applied in TEL in order to personalise learning 
content and connect suitable peer learners according to their context (individual needs, 
preferences, and learning goals). 
There is a lot of research conducted on recommender systems in TEL but they lack 
standardised ways to evaluate the performance of different recommendation systems. In 
order to bring the research on TEL related recommender systems on a higher level 
benchmarks for their development are needed. These benchmarks require:  
1. A collection of public available data sets ranging from formal to non-formal learning 
settings,  
2. An overview of the research results of certain recommendation technologies on particular 
data sets, 
3. A common approach to evaluate recommender systems in the domain of TEL. 
The output of the Theme Team is to foster standardised benchmarks for the development of 
recommender systems by collecting data sets, create uniform evaluation procedures, and 
develop an overview method to monitor how different algorithms perform on certain data 
sets. The outcomes of this work will be presented at the 4th SIRTEL workshop (Social 
Information Retrieval for Technology-Enhanced Learning) at the EC-TEL 2010. 
 
THEME TEAM 21 - Social Media Design Network - Design perspectives for learning with 
social media: reconciling informal and formal learning through Web 2.0? 
This is a cross-theme group that traverses the key Stellar Network themes for Connecting 
Learners, Orchestrating Learning, Contextualizing virtual learning environments and 
instrumentalising learning contexts. A series of five interrelated ‘sub-themes’ have been 
identified that provide entry points into productive explorations of informal and formal 
learning. These five innovative themes are introduced and summarised below. 
Although the widespread use of social media reflects how Web 2.0 technologies have 
become embedded in our lives, there are still significant challenges in harnessing these and 
their related practices for learning. One expectation is that they will provide the means to 
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reconcile informal and formal learning to allow for a more seamless transition between 
meaningful activity inside and outside of educational institutions. But how do we support 
such processes or progressions? The approach we adopt is to see ‘design’, or ‘learning 
design’, as the key paradigm to address this challenge. But designing for this powerful and 
constantly evolving technological landscape creates new problems and complexities. This 
theme team will bring together European researchers to explore different approaches to 
design, challenging experts who specialise in the field of social software for learning, and 
who are concerned with both bridging informal and formal learning, to question what we 
consider to be legitimate learning 
 
INCUBATOR 1  
I would like to realise and test the course of Italian language and culture of my PhD research 
project. I’m expecting to test it on students living and studying in Barcelona, and to follow 
Spanish researches and ways of developing the teaching of languages and cultures in e-
learning methodologies. If I would have the possibility of testing my project, I should collect 
the results of those testing sessions, and I would have the chance of changing and improving 
the product. 
 
INCUBATOR 2 - Orchestrating Learning: Assessment through electronic textbooks for 
developing self –regulated learning competence 
The reason of my inclusion in the incubator ” Funding Opportunities” is to gain European 
experience in collecting and sharing funding opportunities for joined research work in self –
regulated learning. The final scope of my work is to develop a strategy for transforming the 
Center of Information and Communication Technologies in Education from Republic of 
Moldova, from technical –methodological center to scientific center. For this practical 
realization is very useful to discuss the problem of funding opportunities in order to increase 
the competences of CTICE specialists in Technology Enhancing Learning. 
The cornerstones of our inclusion in Incubator “Funding Opportunities” are: 
• emphasis on competence in Technology Enhancing Learning at the European Level 
• identifying problems and needs in funding opportunities for CTICE 
• professional orientation through constructing a bridge between theoretical studies 
and practical realization of ideas 
• opening channels in education from Master Degree to Doctoral Degree (at European 
Level) 
Other reason for incubator is to showcase the teaching efforts of academics by encouraging 
the publication of resources. So, it will be very interesting to analyze the experience gained 
by Istituto per le Tecnologie Didattiche in teacher training, computer aided instruction, 
computer based assessment, self –regulated learning and distance learning technologies. 
The expected output of my mobility period will be the report, supervised and validated by 
the host institution and the book “Funding Opportunities in Technology Enhancing Learning” 
in which will be generalized European Experience in Planning, Elaboration and Management 
of Projects in Technology Enhancing Learning. The book will serve as a starting point for 
preparing a new joint project proposal in developing the European Classrooms and some 
kind of learning lesson for the STELAR Doctoral Academy. 
 
INCUBATOR 3 - CoMoCo Incubator - Combining gaze data with audio and action logs to 
build a computational model of collaboration quality 
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The proposed Incubator addresses one of the major challenges in the area of TEL, more 
specifically in the area of computer-supported collaborative learning: the dilemma of 
providing too little structure to students’ interaction on the one hand and overscripting 
collaboration on the other hand. Adaptive collaboration support is regarded as a possible 
solution. However, the development of adaptive support is difficult as it is necessary to 
define and assess meaningful indicators for the quality of students’ collaboration. This 
Incubator proposes the development of a computational model based on action, audio and 
gaze data: First, we will develop an interaction model to assess collaboration quality based 
on dialogue (rating scheme); then, we will use machine learning techniques to find indicators 
in students’ actions and gaze that can predict the 
collaboration quality as assessed with the interaction model. As these indicators can be 
measured automatically during students’ ongoing collaboration, the computational model 
will enable the implementation of adaptive collaboration support. 
The Incubator particularly benefits from the interdisciplinary background of the submitters: 
the expertise of the Junior Researcher lies in the analysis of student dialogue; the expertise 
of the Host Institution lies in the analysis of dual gaze data. The output of the proposed 
Incubator will be a conference contribution and a joint publication on the developed 
computational model, and a presentation of the model in a workshop of the linked Theme 
Team. 
 
INCUBATOR 4 - Temporal analyses of multiple data streams: Course materials and data set 
preparation/analysis 
This proposed incubator will extend the activities of the related Theme Team, “Temporal 
analyses of multiple data streams: Challenges and Methods”, which emerged from 
conversations during the Alpine Rendezvous workshop “It’s about time.” At that workshop, a 
number of researchers indicated issues related to the analysis of multiple data streams. 
Driven by situated and socio-cognitive learning perspectives, recent studies of learning have 
involved concurrent collection of multiple types of data  (e.g., computer activity logs and 
chats, or discourse and gesture) or have applied multi-dimensional coding, resulting in 
related data streams, which highlight the dynamic nature of learning and require analyses 
that employ temporal lenses.  Such analyses reveal how phenomena (e.g., utterances, gazes, 
gestures) co-occur, interact, and facilitate learning, and furthermore, show how they 
dynamically affect one another over time. Integrated analyses of multiple data streams that 
can reveal dynamic relationships and support the development of theory and design 
principles  (Azevedo, 2008).  
Insights in dynamic relationships supporting learning can drive new developments of 
technology enhanced learning sustaining the quest towards adaptive and dynamic learning 
environments by increasing diagnostic use of input information derived from the 
environment of the technology systems.This Incubator will provide a unique opportunity to 
extend and enrich the related Theme Team activities by allowing for a new research 
partnership focusing on integrating data streams. The Incubator will provide a prototypical 
dataset for members of the related Theme Team and proposed doctoral course, and will 
allow for intensive co-located analysis and planning for further data collection. 
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ANNEX 5 
Letter of invitation for Reviewers 
The Reviewer Board  
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STELLAR Network of excellence  
http://www.stellarnet.eu/  
 
Scientific Reviewer Board - Letter of invitation  
 
Dear Prof…., 
I hope this mail finds you well. As you may know, my institution is partner of the STELLAR 
Network of Excellence (7FP), which is now in the process of funding a number of projects 
(called Theme Teams and Incubators)  aimed at creating / consolidating networks of 
researchers in the field of TEL. 
A STELLAR Theme Team is a network of mid-career researchers from different institutions, 
whose aim is to  explore and analyze collaboratively emerging research topics in the field of 
TEL. A Team may be a completely new network created around a specific topic of common 
interest, or composed of researchers who have already worked together on a certain issue 
(e.g. at a workshop or within a longer project). The mission of a Theme Team is to share and 
integrate competences, methodologies and ideas already developed. The Teams are a 
means to integrate European research units in the field of TEL, but also competences coming 
from enterprises and institutions not included in the STELLAR network. 
A STELLAR Incubator Programme aims at supporting promising early career researchers with 
mobility or “incubation scholarships” to spend some months in another research institution 
or enterprise with the aim of either fostering the incubation of new ideas/projects, or 
exploiting new prototypes/services/approaches. 
At the moment the first Cal for Proposals for Theme Teams and Incubators has just closed 
and we are opening the evaluation and selection process.  
I am contacting you based on your expertise in the field of TEL. In order to strengthen the 
overall quality of selection process, we are in the process of organizing a STELLAR Scientific 
Reviewer Board and we would like to invite you to join this Board.  
As a member of the Board you will receive up to 3 proposals (max length of the proposals 5 
pages) to review by February, 15th. 
If this invitation is agreeable to you and does not conflict with your current professional and 
research interests, please let me know as soon as possible.  
Please let me know if you have any questions regarding this matter. I  look forward to 
hearing from you soon. 
Best wishes, 
…………………….. 
Member of the STELLAR Scientific Capacity Committee 
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Reviewer Board – Composition  
NAME INSTITUTION  
Rosa Bottino (STELLAR) CNR-ITD 
Daniel Burgos (STELLAR) Atos Origin 
Pierre Dillenbourg (STELLAR) EPFL 
Frank Fischer (STELLAR) LMU 
Marcus Specht (STELLAR) OUNL 
Sally Barnes (STELLAR) U Birstol 
Nicolas Balacheff (STELLAR) CNRS 
Hans Spada (STELLAR) UF 
Peter Scott (STELLAR) UKOU 
Francesca Pozzi (STELLAR) CNR-ITD 
Beatrice Ligorio  University of Bari 
Marco Bettoni IFEL 
Sten Ludvigsten Intermedia, University of Oslo 
Monique Grandbastien LORIA in Nancy 
Jean Charles Marty University of Chambery 
Prof. Päivi Häkkinen University of Jyvaskly, Finland 
Prof. Tak-Wai Chan Chair Professor of the Graduate Institute of Network 
Learning Technology at the National Central University of 
Taiwan 
Dr. Kalina Yacef Senior Lecturer, CHAI research group  
School of Information echnologies  
University of Sydney, Australia 
Prof. Miguel Nussbaum Pontificia Universidad Católica,  
Santiago, Chile 
Prof. Cher Ping LIM, Ph.D. Professor of Education  
Director, Asia-Pacific Centre of Excellence for Teacher 
Education & Innovations  
Director, International Partnerships  
Edith Cowan University  
Perth 6050, Western Australia 
Prof. Peter Sloep 
 
Program Director Learning Networks for Professionals 
CELSTEC 
Prof. Martin Wolpers 
 
Fraunhofer FIT 
 
Prof. Dr. Rolf Plötzner University of Education  
Kunzenweg 21  
79117 Freiburg  
Germany 
Prof. Dr. Carlos Delgado Kloos Full Professor of Telematic Engineering  
Carlos III University of Madrid, SP  
Senior member of TELSpain 
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ANNEX 6 
Review Form for Theme Teams 
Review Form for Incubators 
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Review form 
STELLAR Theme Teams 
 
Deadline: 15/02/2010 
 
 
Reviewer Name: 
Institution: 
 
 
KNOWLEDGE OF APPLICANTS 
Please indicate in what capacity, if any, you know the applicant(s) and their work. Please also state any potential 
conflicts of interests relating to your assessment of this proposal that will need to be brought to the SCC's attention. 
 
1 ADMINISTRATIVE  
Theme Team Title: 
Theme Team Leader (name of person): 
Institution: 
Relationship with an Incubator proposal (if applicable):  
 
2 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROPOSAL 
2.1 STELLAR partner(s) involved 
Please list the STELLAR partners involved in the proposal. 
 
2.2 Non-STELLAR partner(s) involved 
Please list all the other partners involved (not STELLARs). 
 
2.3 Countries involved 
Please list all the countries involved in the proposal. 
 
2.4 Type of output proposed 
Please indicate the type of output envisaged in the proposal (event, proceedings, book, article, website, etc.). 
 
2.5 Estimated budget 
Please indicate the total budget estimated by the applicant to carry out the work, as well as the kind of costs 
claimed (e.g. travel, subsistence, output, etc.) 
 
2.6 STELLAR Grand Challenge addressed 
Please indicate the Grand Challenge(s) addressed by the proposal (Connecting, Orchestrating, Contextualizing). 
See http://www.stellarnet.eu/programme/wp1/ for more information about the STELLAR Grand Challenges.   
 
2.7 Disciplines involved 
Please, list the disciplines involved in the Theme Team proposal, as you have understood it.  
 
3 SCIENTIFIC MERIT  
3.1 Innovative character and relevance in the field of TEL 
5 Very good 
4 Good 
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3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
3.2 Interdisciplinary character of the proposal  
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
3.3 Appropriateness of the expected output  
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
3.4 Feasibility of the plan for the envisioned scientific work  
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
3.5 Potential impact of the output on the TEL field  
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating  
 
3.6 Overall quality of the proposal 
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
4 RELEVANCE TO THE STELLAR AIMS 
4,1 Team composition  
 
4.1.1 interdisciplinarity of the team composition  
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5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
4.1..2 level of expertise on the topic (on the basis of the information provided by the 
applicants in the form) 
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
4.1..3 balance between inside and outside STELLAR partners 
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
4.1.4 countries coverage  
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
4.2 Kind of synergies the Theme Team aims to create/consolidate between partners 
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
4.3 Potential impact of the output on STELLAR work & the Grand Challenges in particular 
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
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5 MANAGEMENT 
5.1 Appropriateness of the budget applied for 
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
5.2 Monitoring plan 
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
 
5.3 Management plan 
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
6 OVERALL EVALUATION 
Please express your overall evaluation 
 
 
A 
 
 
Highly valuable proposal. I recommend its acceptance 
with emphasis 
 
B 
 
Valuable proposal. I recommend its acceptance 
 
C 
 
Medium proposal, you may or may not accept the proposal 
 
D 
 
Bad proposal, not acceptable  
 
 
7 ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
 
8 SIGNATURE          
 
9 DATE        
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Review form 
STELLAR Incubator 
 
Deadline: 15/02/2010 
 
 
Reviewer Name: 
Institution: 
    
 
KNOWLEDGE OF APPLICANTS 
Please indicate in what capacity, if any, you know the applicant(s) and their work.  Please also state any potential 
conflicts of interests relating to your assessment of this proposal that will need to be brought to the SCC's attention. 
 
1 ADMINISTRATIVE  
Incubator Title: 
Incubator applicant (name of person): 
Institution: 
Host institution: 
Relationship with a Theme Team proposal (if applicable): 
 
2 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROPOSAL 
2.1 STELLAR partner(s) involved 
Please list the STELLAR partners involved in the proposal. 
 
2.2 Non-STELLAR partner(s) involved 
Please list the partners involved in the proposal which are not STELLARs. 
 
2.3 Countries involved 
Please indicate the countries involved in the proposal. 
 
2.4 Estimated budget 
Please indicate the total budget estimated by the applicant to carry out the work, as well as the kind of costs 
claimed (e.g. travel, subsistence, conference registration, etc.) 
 
2.5 STELLAR Grand Challenge addressed 
Please indicate the Grand Challenge(s) addressed by the proposal (Connecting, Orchestrating, Contextualizing). 
See http://www.stellarnet.eu/programme/wp1/ for more information about the STELLAR Grand Challenges.   
 
2.6 Disciplines involved 
Please, list the disciplines involved in the Incubator proposal, as you have understood it. 
 
3 SCIENTIFIC MERIT  
3.1 Innovative character and relevance in the field of TEL 
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
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Please justify your rating 
 
3.2 Feasibility of the plan for the envisioned scientific work  
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
3.3 Potential impact of the work on the TEL field  
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
3.4 Overall quality of the proposal 
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
4 RELEVANCE TO THE STELLAR AIMS 
4.1 Kind of synergies the Incubator aims to create  
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
4.2 Potential impact on STELLAR work & the Grand Challenges in particular 
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
5 MANAGEMENT 
5.1 Appropriateness of the budget applied for 
5 Very good 
4 Good 
3 Fair / Some weaknesses 
2 Poor 
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1 Insufficient 
Please justify your rating 
 
6 OVERALL EVALUATION 
Please express your overall evaluation 
 
 
A 
 
 
Highly valuable proposal. I recommend its acceptance 
with emphasis 
 
B 
 
Valuable proposal. I recommend its acceptance 
 
C 
 
Medium proposal, you may or may not accept the proposal 
 
D 
 
Bad proposal, not acceptable  
 
 
 
7 ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
 
8 SIGNATURE          
 
9 DATE        
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ANNEX 7 
Letters of acceptance / rejection for Theme Teams 
Letters of acceptance / rejection for Incubators 
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STELLAR Theme Team Programme 
 
Results of the 1° Call for Proposals   
Letter of acceptance 
 
 
Dear applicant, 
you have submitted a proposals to the STELLAR Theme Team Programme, for which the 
STELLAR Scientific Capacity Committee received a total of 21 proposals. The Committee has 
decided to fund 5 proposals. 
 
We inform you that the review process has involved one reviewer internal to the STELLAR 
Scientific Capacity Committee and two reviewers external to STELLAR.  
Following the evaluations of your proposal against the award criteria indicated in the Call for 
Proposals and in view of the budget available in 2010, we are glad to inform you that the 
STELLAR Scientific Capacity Committee has selected your proposal for funding.  
 
We inform you that the Scientific Capacity Committee has agreed to fund your proposal up 
to 16.000 €. 
The activities you have envisaged in your proposal have to start up by the end of May 2010 
and are to be concluded within 12 months from the starting date.  You are required to 
communicate the starting date you choose via email to themeteam_call@itd.cnr.it . 
Moreover, as applicant of the proposal, you are in charge to communicate the results of this 
evaluation process to the other Theme Team members. 
 
We inform you that, while ITD-CNR is responsible for the scientific aspects of your Theme 
Team (contact person: Francesca Pozzi, email: themeteam_call@itd.cnr.it ), the Open 
University of United Kingdom is responsible for the financial matters (contact person: Alan 
Fletcher, email: A.J.Fletcher@open.ac.uk).  The Open University of United Kingdom will 
contact you soon, with guidelines and assistance for your financial obligations.  
 
We invite you to join the TELeurope.eu community (http://www.teleurope.eu/), where you 
will find instruments to support your work, to cooperate within the Theme Team, as well as 
news and information about the other STELLAR initiatives. 
 
We thank you for the interest you have shown in the STELLAR Theme Team Programme  and 
the time and effort you have invested in preparing your proposal. 
 
 
Rosa Maria Bottino  
ITD-CNR 
STELLAR responsible for the Theme Team Programme 
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STELLAR Theme Team Programme 
 
Results of the 1° Call for Proposals   
Letter of rejection 
 
 
Dear applicant, 
you have submitted a proposals to the STELLAR Theme Team Programme, for which the 
STELLAR Scientific Capacity Committee received a total of 21 proposals. The Committee has 
decided to fund 5 proposals. 
We inform you that the review process has involved one reviewer internal to the STELLAR 
Scientific Capacity Committee and two reviewers external to STELLAR.  
Following the evaluation of your proposal against the award criteria indicated in the Call for 
Proposals and in view of the budget available in 2010, we regret to inform you that the 
STELLAR Scientific Capacity Committee has not selected your proposal for funding.  
In a few days you will receive a more detailed account of the reviewers’ comments. 
 
We encourage you to maintain your interest in the STELLAR activities and invite you to join 
the TELeurope.eu community (http://www.teleurope.eu/), where you will find news and 
information about the other STELLAR funding initiatives, as well as cooperation 
functionalities. 
Besides, we inform you that at the end of this year a new round of Call for Proposals for 
Theme Teams will be launched.  
We thank you for the interest you have shown in the STELLAR Theme Team Programme  and 
the time and effort you have invested in preparing your proposal. 
 
 
 
Rosa Maria Bottino  
ITD-CNR  
STELLAR responsible for the Theme Team Programme 
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STELLAR Incubator Programme 
 
Results of the 1° Call for Proposals   
Letter of acceptance 
 
 
Dear applicant, 
you have submitted a proposals to the STELLAR Incubator Programme, for which the 
STELLAR Scientific Capacity Committee received a total of 4 proposals.  The Committee has 
decided to fund 1 proposal.  
We inform you that the review process has involved one reviewer internal to the STELLAR 
Scientific Capacity Committee and one reviewer external to STELLAR.  
Following the evaluation of your proposal against the award criteria indicated in the Call for 
Proposals and in view of the budget available in 2010, we are glad to inform you that the 
STELLAR Scientific Capacity Committee has selected your proposal for funding.  
 
The activities you have envisaged in your proposal have to start up by the end of September 
2010 and are to be concluded within 3 months from the starting date.  You are required to 
communicate the starting date you choose via email to incubator_call@itd.cnr.it . 
Moreover, as applicant of the proposal, you are in charge to communicate the results of this 
evaluation process to the bodies involved in your Incubator. 
 
We inform you that, while ITD-CNR is responsible for the scientific aspects of your Incubator 
(contact person: Francesca Pozzi, email: incubator_call@itd.cnr.it ), the Open University of 
United Kingdom is responsible for the financial matters (contact person: Alan Fletcher, 
email: A.J.Fletcher@open.ac.uk).  The Open University of United Kingdom will contact you 
soon, with guidelines and assistance for your financial obligations.  
 
We invite you to join the TELeurope.eu community (http://www.teleurope.eu/), where you 
will find instruments to support your work, to cooperate during your Incubator, as well as 
news and information about the other STELLAR initiatives. 
 
We thank you for the interest you have shown in the STELLAR Incubator Programme  and the 
time and effort you have invested in preparing your proposal. 
 
 
Rosa Maria Bottino  
ITD-CNR  
STELLAR responsible for the Incubator Programme 
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STELLAR Incubator Programme 
 
Results of the 1° Call for Proposals   
Letter of rejection  
 
 
Dear applicant, 
you have submitted a proposals to the STELLAR Incubator Programme, for which the 
STELLAR Scientific Capacity Committee received a total of 4 proposals. The Committee has 
decided to fund 1 proposal. 
We inform you that the review process has involved one reviewer internal to the STELLAR 
Scientific Capacity Committee and one reviewer external to STELLAR.  
Following the evaluation of your proposal against the award criteria indicated in the Call for 
Proposals and in view of the budget available in 2010, we regret to inform you that the 
STELLAR Scientific Capacity Committee has not selected your proposal for funding.   
In a few days, you will receive a more detailed account of the reviewers’ comments. 
 
We encourage you to maintain your interest in the STELLAR activities and invite you to join 
the TELeurope.eu community (http://www.teleurope.eu/), where you will find news and 
information about the other STELLAR funding initiatives, as well as cooperation 
functionalities. Besides, we inform you that at the end of this year a new round of Call for 
Proposals for Incubators will be launched.  
We thank you for the interest you have shown in the STELLAR Incubator Programme  and the 
time and effort you have invested in preparing your proposal. 
 
 
 
Rosa Maria Bottino  
ITD-CNR  
STELLAR responsible for the Incubator Programme 
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ANNEX 8 
Letter of support (example of) 
Financial guidelines by UKOU 
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Dr Howard-Jones 
University of Bristol,  
Senate House,  
Tyndall Avenue 
BS8 1TH 
 
 
14th May 2010 
LETTER of SUPPORT for Theme Team NTEL 
 
Dear Dr Howard-Jones 
 
Congratulations, the STELLAR Scientific Capacity Committee (SCC) has chosen your proposed 
Theme Team as one of the supported activities of 2010/11. Theme Teams are funded activities 
forming part of the EU project 231913, STELLAR, to enhance the network’s research outputs in 
the TEL field.  
 
The SCC has agreed to fund your Theme Team to a maximum expenditure of €16,000.00, in 
accordance with the activities as outlined in your proposal. Any activities that differ in content 
or proposed outcome from those listed in your proposal will not be funded unless agreed in 
advance with the SCC. 
 
The funding will be made available to you by means of retrospective claiming of legitimate 
expenditure in delivery of the activities of the Theme Team as detailed in your proposed budget 
(attached at Annex 1), supported by proof of purchase and subject to the Theme Team Financial 
Guidelines (attached at Annex 2). You should claim your expenses using the Theme Team Claim 
form attached at Annex 3). 
 
Under certain circumstances UKOU will pay suppliers directly for the provision of services (see 
Theme Team Financial Guidelines) 
 
You are expected to complete the activity of your Theme Team within 12 months and by June 
2011, unless agreed in advance with the SCC. 
 
Theme Teams are funded from the STELLAR Integration Fund, managed by the UKOU and 
should you have any questions about the financial management or operational payment of your 
TT, please ask us for help. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
Knowledge Media Institute 
The Open University 
Walton Hall 
Milton Keynes 
United Kingdom 
MK7 6AA 
Tel +44 1908 653800 
kmi.open.ac.uk 
Alan Fletcher 
t: +44(0)1908 654511 
e: a.j.fletcher@open.ac.uk 
Sophie Wise 
t: +44(0)1908 654771 
e: s.wise@open.ac.uk 
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Annex 1 - Proposed Budget  
Below is your original proposed budget, allocated to the areas of expenditure that are supported 
by the Theme Team funding model.  If your proposed budget exceeds the maximum funding 
available of €16,000.00 you may resubmit a revised budget or choose to fund any additional 
amounts from your own institution. (this budget is attached as .xlsx below)  
Theme Team Budget 
calculator NTEL (v1).xlsx
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Theme Team NAME
TT LEADER UB
Item item cost € Notes
Car Travel
Guest Speakers Travel 
Attendees Travel € 6,259.00
Meeting 1:Netherlands - Members 1,2,3 travelling
Meeting 2 (Genoa) - Members 1,2,4 travelling
Meeting 3 (UK Mini-Conference) - Members 2,3, 4 travelling
Meeting 4 (Brussels) - Members 1,3, 4 travelling
Workshop:  Stellar Rendez-Vous
EVENT Catering at Venue 
AD Hoc Catering (restaurants/hotels) € 2,640.00
Meeting 1:Netherlands - Members 1,2,3 travelling
Meeting 2 (Genoa) - Members 1,2,4 travelling
Meeting 3 (UK Mini-Conference) - Members 2,3, 4 travelling
Meeting 4 (Brussels) - Members 1,3, 4 travelling
Workshop:  Stellar Rendez-Vous
Guest Speakers Accommodation
Attendees  Accommodation (per person per night) € 5,621.00
Meeting 1:Netherlands - Members 1,2,3 travelling
Meeting 2 (Genoa) - Members 1,2,4 travelling
Meeting 3 (UK Mini-Conference) - Members 2,3, 4 travelling
Meeting 4 (Brussels) - Members 1,3, 4 travelling
Workshop:  Stellar Rendez-Vous
Venue Hire - for the event € 440.00 Meeting 3 (UK Mini-Conference) - Members 2,3, 4 travelling
Guest speakers fees
Event Marketing € 110.00 Meeting 3 (UK Mini-Conference) - Members 2,3, 4 travelling
Event Documents
Event Dissemination
Conference registration
Other Costs € 209.00 Insurance for all meetingsMeeting 3 (UK Mini-Conference) - Consumables
TOTAL COST € 15,279.00 Under Budget
Maximum Budget € 16,000.00
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Annex 2 – Financial Guidelines 
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STELLAR Theme Teams (TT) are funded activities as part of the STELLAR project to enhance the 
network’s research outputs in the TEL field.  
 
Theme Teams are funded from the STELLAR Integration Fund, managed by the UKOU and 
should you have any questions about the financial management or operational payment of your 
TT, please ask us for help. 
 
1. We cannot fund staff salaries 
Funding is NOT to be used for staff salaries of your organisation or any other, but for 
organizing and delivering events and should be allocated against the categories as defined 
in table 1, with further advice in table 2. 
2. What we do fund 
Travel and subsistence, venue hire, catering, guest speaker fees, dissemination***, all 
funded at 100% of cost when reimbursed as an individual claim.  
3. STELLAR partner rules 
Funding is not to be used to support attendance at TT events of STELLAR partners who will 
use their attendance to deliver RTD effort in any STELLAR WP. If any STELLAR partner is 
attending a TT in order to deliver RTD effort they should fund their attendance from their 
STELLAR budget. 
4. Let us help you 
All chargeable support services for your event should, where possible, be officially ordered 
by UKOU, directly with the service provider. If you pay for any support services directly 
from suppliers you will not be able to recover any VAT (or local equivalent purchase tax) 
from UKOU. 
5. Tracking and accountability 
You should review and return the TT budget estimate (at Annex 1) before commencing with 
your TT and report actual spending as it occurs using the TT claim form (at Annex 3)  for 
reimbursement. Claims must be accompanied by proof of purchase.  
6. Eligibility of Costs 
We want to ensure that all costs are eligible under new EU FP7 rules, so if you have any 
questions, please contact us before making any financial commitments. 
7. Duration of Theme Team 
We expect the TT activity to be completed within 12 months of your start date, if you 
envisage your activity going beyond this period you will need the agreement of the 
STELLAR Scientific Capacity Committee, at least one month before the end of the initial 12 
month period. 
 
** Both documents available from UKOU 
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Table 1: Clarification of terms we use 
 
 
Table 2: Advice on managing the TT event finances 
Item Things to do Things to try and avoid 
Venue Hire   TT leader to identify and 
negotiate costs of venue 
 Advise UKOU at least 1 month 
in advance of venue provider 
details and cost – UKOU will 
raise a purchase order for the 
venue 
 UKOU to be directly invoiced by 
any venue provider 
 Call us for advice if you are not 
sure 
 Claim any costs for using any 
organisation’s venue that is 
associated with STELLAR or the 
TT 
 Pay for any external venue hire 
direct 
Item Definition 
Venue Hire  Any external venue such as a conference centre or hotel 
that is NOT owned by any of the STELLAR partners or 
TT members. Any venue owned by a STELLAR partner 
or TT member will NOT be eligible for funding. 
EVENT Catering Venue catering (not restaurants)* 
Guest speakers  A guest speaker should be an individual who is NOT 
employed by any STELLAR partner or TT member, who 
is invited to address the TT 
Attendees  Attendees eligible for funding are: 
1. NON STELLAR PARTNERS: An Individual who is 
not employed by any STELLAR partner, attending 
the TT in a participatory or organisational capacity 
2. STELLAR PARTNERS: An individual employed 
by a STELLAR partner attending the TT in a 
purely participatory or organisational capacity. 
They must not be providing any effort whilst at 
the TT that will be recorded in any STELLAR 
WP.  
Event Marketing Advertising of or call production for the event, expressed 
as costs from subcontractors such as printers or 
publishers or cost of internal staff. 
Event Documents Production of physical documentation to support the 
event – expressed as costs from subcontractors such as 
printers 
***Event Dissemination Publication of TT papers or dissemination by production 
of event website, expressed as internal staff costs or 
external subcontract costs. 
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EVENT 
Catering – pre 
booked at 
venue  
 TT leader to identify and 
negotiate costs of catering 
 Advise UKOU at least 1 month 
in advance of catering provider 
and cost – UKOU will raise a 
purchase order for the venue 
 UKOU to be directly invoiced by 
any catering provider 
 TT can claim cost of any 
catering provided by their own 
organisation. 
 Pay for any venue catering direct 
that has been pre ordered 
 UKOU will not pay for any alcohol 
Ad Hoc Event 
Catering – 
restaurants 
etc 
 Individuals should pay for their 
own catering and submit TT 
claim with all receipts to UKOU 
asap 
 The TT leader can pay for the 
entire restaurant bill and submit 
TT claim with all receipts to 
UKOU asap 
 UKOU will reimburse (minus 
any alcohol)  
 Have one partner who is not TT 
leader pay for complete restaurant 
bill 
 Don’t submit claims without a 
receipt, as we cannot reimburse 
them. 
Guest 
speakers fees  
 TT leader to agree any guest 
fees before the TT and advise 
UKOU of costs 
 Guest speakers should invoice 
UKOU direct for any fees 
 Call us for advice if you are not 
sure 
 TT cannot claim fees for any guest 
speaker from a STELLAR partner 
organisation  
 TT leader should not pay for any 
guest speaker fees direct to guest 
speaker 
Guest 
Speakers 
Travel  
 TT leader to agree any guest 
speaker travel before the TT 
and advise UKOU of 
approximate costs 
 Guest speakers may arrange 
and pay for their own travel and 
submit TT claim with all receipts 
to UKOU asap 
 It may be possible for UKOU to 
book and pre-pay travel direct 
with carrier, please check with 
UKOU in advance 
 TT cannot claim travel costs for 
any guest speaker from a 
STELLAR partner or TT 
organisation 
 TT leader should not pay for any 
guest speaker travel 
 Don’t submit claims without a 
receipt, as we cannot reimburse 
them. 
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Guest 
Speakers 
Subsistence  
 TT leader to agree any guest 
speaker accommodation before 
the TT and advise UKOU of 
costs 
 Guest speakers may arrange 
and pay for their own 
accommodation and submit TT 
claim with all receipts to UKOU 
asap 
 It may be possible for UKOU to 
book and pre pay 
accommodation direct with 
provider– please check with 
UKOU in advance 
 TT cannot claim accommodation 
costs for any guest speaker from a 
STELLAR partner organisation 
 TT leader should not pay for any 
guest speaker accommodation 
costs. 
 UKOU will not pay for alcohol or 
additional services listed on any 
accommodation receipts 
 Don’t submit claims without a 
receipt, as we cannot reimburse 
them. 
Attendees 
Travel  
 
 TT leader to agree any travel 
before the TT and advise 
UKOU of approximate costs  
 Attendees may arrange and pay 
for their own travel and submit 
TT claim with all receipts to 
UKOU asap 
 It may be possible for UKOU to 
book and pre-pay travel direct 
with carrier, please check with 
UKOU in advance 
 TT leader should not fund any 
attendee travel 
 Any STELLAR partner who is 
attending a TT in order to deliver 
RTD effort should fund their travel 
from their STELLAR budget 
 Don’t submit claims without a 
receipt, as we cannot reimburse 
them. 
Attendees 
Subsistence  
 
 TT leader to identify and 
negotiate approximate costs of 
accommodation for event 
 Attendees may arrange and pay 
for their own accommodation 
and submit TT claim with all 
receipts to UKOU asap 
 For block booking of 
accommodation it may be 
possible for UKOU to book and 
pre-pay for the TT 
accommodation, please check 
with us first 
 TT leader should not pay for any 
accommodation costs 
 Any STELLAR partner who is 
attending a TT in order to deliver 
RTD effort should fund their 
accommodation from their 
STELLAR budget 
 UKOU will not pay for alcohol or 
additional services listed on any 
accommodation receipts 
 Don’t submit claims without a 
receipt, as we cannot reimburse 
them. 
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Event 
Marketing 
 If any marketing activity is 
planned, inform UKOU in 
advance of the activity and 
approximate costs 
 TT leader may arrange and pay 
for event marketing and submit 
TT claim with all receipts to 
UKOU asap 
 It may be possible for UKOU to 
pay for event marketing direct 
with external supplier, please 
check with UKOU in advance 
 For Staff costs TT leader should 
submit evidence of hours 
worked 
 Call us for advice if you are not 
sure 
 Don’t submit claims without a 
receipt, as we cannot reimburse 
them. 
Event 
Documents 
 TT leader to identify and 
negotiate with any external 
supplier and advice UKOU of 
approximate costs. 
 TT leader may arrange and pay 
external suppliers for event 
documents and submit TT claim 
with all receipts to UKOU asap 
 It may be possible for UKOU to 
pay for event documentation 
direct with external supplier, 
please check with UKOU in 
advance 
 If TT leader produces 
documentation in house, they 
are to invoice UKOU with 
detailed cost breakdown 
 Don’t submit claims without a 
receipt, as we cannot reimburse 
them. 
 We do not fund subscriptions to 
journals or magazines 
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Event 
Dissemination 
 Check with UKOU for eligibility 
of dissemination activities 
 Website production should be 
for the specific dissemination of 
the TT 
 Internal website production 
must be supported by full staff 
cost breakdown 
 External website production 
costs should be negotiated by 
the TT leader with the supplier. 
 Advise UKOU at least 1 month 
in advance of website provider 
details and cost – UKOU will 
raise a purchase order for the 
website production 
 UKOU to be directly invoiced by 
any website producer 
 Don’t commission any 
dissemination activity (internally or 
externally produced) unless you 
have agreement with UKOU. 
  
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Annex 3 – Claim Form 
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The Claim form above is to be completed by every individual claimant in respect of legitimate 
expenditure incurred in TT activity.  By filling in the above form you will automatically generate the 
form below in a second worksheet. Both need to be submitted, along with all receipts and proofs of 
purchase. Please note that incomplete claim details make it impossible for UKOU to process any claim. 
(This form is attached as .xlsx below)  
 
 
 
TT CLAIM form(v2).xlsx  
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ANNEX 9 
Theme Team initial questionnaire (example of) 
Incubator initial questionnaire 
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Initial questionnaire  
STELLAR Theme Team 
 
Deadline: July, 1st 
 
Dear Theme Team member, 
as you know, your Theme Team is part of the activities funded by the STELLAR NoE to foster 
integration within the TEL research field.  In order to help STELLAR to evaluate the Theme Team as 
an integration instrument, you are kindly requested to answer this initial questionnaire and send it 
back to your Theme Team Leader, who will forward it to us.  
We inform you that at the end of the Theme Team, you will be asked to answer a similar 
questionnaire.  
Thank you for your collaboration!   
 
Surname ________________________________________   
Name __________________________________________ 
Age ___________________________________________ 
Sex ____________________________________________ 
Institution _______________________________________  
Country _________________________________________ 
Years of experience in the TEL research field 
_______________________________________________________ 
Background (degree, PhD, 
etc.)___________________________________________________________________ 
 
1. How did you come to know about the Theme Team Call? 
• Someone told me 
• From a mailing list (please specify 
______________________________________________________) 
• From the STELLAR Alpine Rendezvous 
• From the web 
• From the STELLAR website 
• From TelEurope  
• Other (please specify 
________________________________________________________________) 
 
2. What is your level of expertise in the topic addressed by your Theme Team? 
Please rate from 1 (low) ………………………………….  5 (high). 
1   2  3  4  5 
 
3. What was the kind of relationship you had with the other Theme Team members before the 
Theme Team was launched? Please, answer with an X: 
 
 I didn’t 
know 
her/him 
I knew 
her/him 
I have 
already 
worked 
I have 
already 
worked 
Other 
(please 
specify) 
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with 
her/him  
on another 
topic 
with 
her/him  
on the 
same 
topic 
Karl Steffens      
Per Bergamin       
Donatella Persico      
Jean Underwood      
Jos Beishuizen      
Roberto Carneiro      
Antonio 
Bartolomé 
     
 
 
4. What is the level of interactions you have had so far with each of your Theme Team 
colleagues? Please rate from 1(never) ………………………….. to 5 (frequently).  
 
Karl Steffens  1   2  3  4  5 
Per Bergamin  1   2  3  4  5 
Donatella Persico  1   2  3  4  5 
Jean Underwood  1   2  3  4  5 
Jos Beishuizen   1   2  3  4  5 
Roberto Carneiro  1   2  3  4  5 
Antonio Bartolomé  1   2  3  4  5 
 
5. What do you expect from your Theme Team? (You can choose more options). 
• To have money to travel 
• To create new synergies with other researchers 
• To reinforce existing relationships with other researchers 
• To deepen my personal knowledge on a specific topic  
• To have the chance to share information with people interested in the same topic 
• To have the chance to collaborate with people interested in the same topic 
• To advance knowledge in the field of TEL 
• Other (please specify 
___________________________________________________________________) 
 
6. Why do you think the topic chosen by your Theme Team is strategic for the TEL research 
sector? 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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7. Please, indicate three main research questions you would like your Theme Team to address 
during the Theme Team life span. 
i. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
ii. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
iii. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
8. What kind of impact do you believe your Theme Team will have on the STELLAR Grand 
Challenges?  
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
9. What kind of impact do you believe your Theme Team will have on the field of TEL? 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Initial questionnaire  
STELLAR Incubator 
 
Deadline: August, 1st 
 
Dear Dejana, 
as you know, your Incubator is part of the activities funded by the STELLAR NoE to foster 
integration within the TEL research field.  In order to help STELLAR to evaluate the Incubator as an 
integration instrument, you are kindly requested to answer this initial questionnaire and send it 
back to ITD-CNR (Francesca Pozzi pozzi@itd.cnr.it).  
We inform you that at the end of the Incubator scholarship, you will be asked to answer a similar 
questionnaire.  
Thank you for your collaboration!   
 
Surname ________________________________________   
Name __________________________________________ 
Age ____________________________________________  
Sex ____________________________________________ 
Institution _______________________________________  
Country _________________________________________ 
Years of experience in the TEL research field 
_______________________________________________________ 
Background (degree, PhD, 
etc.)___________________________________________________________________ 
 
10. How did you come to know about the Incubator Call? 
• Someone told me 
• From a mailing list (please specify 
______________________________________________________) 
• From the STELLAR Alpine Rendezvous 
• From the web 
• From the STELLAR website 
• From TelEurope  
• Other (please specify 
_____________________________________________________________________) 
 
11. What is your level of expertise in the topic addressed by your Incubator? 
Please rate from 1 (low) ………………………………….  5 (high). 
1   2  3  4  5 
 
12. What was the kind of relationship you had with Patrick Jermann (or someone from his team) 
before the Incubator was launched? Please, answer with an X: 
 
 I didn’t 
know 
I knew 
her/him 
I have 
already 
I have 
already 
Other 
(please 
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her/him worked with 
her/him  on 
another topic 
worked 
with 
her/him  on 
the same 
topic 
specify) 
Patrick Jermann       
…..      
…      
 
13. What is the level of interactions you have had so far with Patrick Jermann (or someone from 
his team)? Please rate from 1(never) ………………………….. to 5 (frequently).  
 
Patrick Jermann 1   2  3  4  5 
…….  1   2  3  4  5 
……   1   2  3  4  5 
 
14. What do you expect from your Incubator? (You can choose more options). 
• To have money to spend some time abroad  
• To exploit an idea, a prototype, an innovation  
• To create new synergies with other researchers 
• To reinforce existing relationships with other researchers 
• To deepen my personal knowledge on a specific topic  
• To have the chance to share information with people interested in the same topic 
• To have the chance to collaborate with people interested in the same topic 
• Other (please specify 
_____________________________________________________________________) 
 
15. Why do you think the topic chosen by your Incubator is strategic for the TEL research sector? 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
16. Please, indicate three main research questions you would like your Incubator to address during 
the Incubator life span. 
i. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
ii. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
iii. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
17. What kind of impact do you believe your Incubator will have on the STELLAR Grand Challenges 
(http://www.stellarnet.eu/programme/wp1/)?  
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
18. What kind of impact do you believe your Incubator may have on the field of TEL? 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
19. Please, add any other comment or feedback. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
